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Festivities end 
Centennial year 
Eastern's Centennial celebration 
of higher education is beiag climaxed 
this week in a whirl of festivity, begin- 
ning the Pageant. "The Spirit of 
Eastern." 
When the curtain went up on last 
night's opening performance.. n,(- 
cooperative efforts of many EKU's 
departments and divisions were on 
display. 
Nearly 50 Eastern students, (acuity 
and staff members are included inthe 
cast of the Centennial Pageant, a 
historical drama about a century of 
development of higher education on the 
EKU campus. 
"The Spirit of Eastern" is written and 
directed by Eben Henson, founder and 
director of the Pioneer Playhouse of 
Danville, and choreographed by Mrs 
Constance Phelps. choreographer and 
general manager of the Pioneer 
Playhouse. 
The final performance is tonight at 7:30 
p.m. in Brock Auditorium, Coates 
Administration Building. 
Chancellor Breck and President 
Boark are both played by Don Bist, art 
editor in EKU's office of Public Infor- 
mation and Singleton P. Walters is 
played by Scott Weaver, a sophomore 
from Blanchester, Ohio 
The Pageant dancers are Lee Ann 
Thurmond of Corbin; Georgia Seabrooks 
of Louisville; Verniese and Danicse 
llines, both of Covington; Donna and 
Debbie Slratton, liolh of Cincinnati. 
Ohio; Patty Murrell of Louisville; Deb 
Hoover of llillsboro. Ohio; Diane Yaden 
ofLiberly;BethJimisonofBowlingGreen, 
Ohio;BiUy Killmanofllartford; Barbara 
Ixincgram of Biverview, Mich.; Mindy 
Slreetman. Louisville; Janie Christopher 
of Winchester: John Tazel of Aliquippa. 
I'u.; Mark Savage of lluntsville. Ala.; 
Leroy Scott of Louisville; Spencer 
Sullivan of Corbin; and Virginia San- 
defur of Alachua County. Kla. 
The Pageant Chorus consists of Brenda 
Adam son of Cloves, Ohio; Gerri 
llollencamp of Kettering. Ohio; Laurie 
llof of Louisville; Kathy Smith of 
Dayton. Ohio: Sandy Chancy of Dayton. 
Ohio: Jaynie Henderson of Bichmond: 
Lisa Puller of Wellston. Ohio; Sally 
Thompson of Florence. 
Pally Eanes of Williamson. W.Va.; 
B .1. Schanenol Anchorage; Jana Hoover 
of Dayton. Ohio; Connie Kargo of El. 
Thomas. Janel Perkins of Harrodsburg: 
Mary U-c Bloomer of Kettering. Ohio: 
Linda Slahmer ol IxMlisville; Scoll Streel 
of Winchester. 
Jeff Eazio of Plymouth. Ohio: Roger 
Mullins of Virgie: Charlie Boach of 
Badcliff: George Buchanan of Louisville 
and Billy Thompson of Manchester. EKU 
faculty members*in the chorus are Dr. 
George Muns. John Lawson and Joan- 
liorna Honnemann. all of the Department 
of Music. 
Tickets are on sale at 11.50 each in the 
Eastern Office of Student Activities and 
Organizations, the EKU cashiers win- 
dow. Hie main locations of Madison 
National Bank Slate Bank and Trust. 
Bank of Bichmond. First Eederal 
Savings and Loan and at Shipwreck 
Imports, all in Bichmond. 
Tomorrow night, the gala mood will be 
preserved as the Jimmy Dorsey 
Orchestra comes lo Eastern to play for 
the Centennial Bad held in the Keen 
Johnson Ballroom 
Plans tor the ball include decorations 
in the style of 1874 by University Women 
and their president. Mrs. Daniel Lickty. 
and dance contests. 
The Dorsey orchestra, a reminder of 
the "big band " dance groups of the 1930s 
and 1940s, will play dance music at the 
ball from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m 
Dr. George Muns, EKU music 
department chairman, is chairman of the 
ball subcommittee, which includes Dr. 
Kelly Thurman. English department; 
Louis McCord, assistant professor of 
social science, Miss Fawn Conley. editor 
of the Eastern Progress; Steve Slade, 
Student Association president, and 
Hay ward M Daugherty. director of 
student organizations and activities. 
Tickets are on sale at the information 
desk of the Powell Building and the 
cashier's window of the Coates 
Administration Building, at $5per couple 
for faculty, staff and alumni and $2.50 per 
couple for students. Ball sponsorships 
are available at $25 per couple. 
Physical arrangements for the in- 
stallation of the Eastern Alumni 
Association's Centennial Year gift to the 
University, a statue by Felix W 
deWeldon, are well underway as 
preparations for the statue's .Ma^ ll 
unveiling continue. 
The Alumni Association's fund drive to 
finance the statue by the sculptor of 
Washington's famous Marine   Corps 
Memorial  and numerous other  world 
 (Continued on Page Twelve)  
In Brock  ceremony 
A giant  streak 
A workman who is helping place Eastern's Centennial statue, above, in the Powell 
Plaza seems to be having a conversation with the stone man. The figure was 
sculpted by Felix de Weldon, who is known for his Iowa Jima war memorial. 
The $75,000 Centennial statue, to the right, erection was completed Tuesday. Funds 
for the work of art are being donated by the Alumni Association. A dedication will 
be held May 11. 
Honors Day awards presented 
In recognition of Who's Who Among 
Students and of those who have excelled 
in various academic departments and 
organizations, approximately 94 students 
were recognized at the Honor's Day 
Program last Sunday afternoon. 
Now an annual event, Honor's Day was 
established several years ago by the 
department of Student Activities and 
Organizations. Whereas graduation 
honors students who have accumulated 
two or four years of study in a desired 
career, this program honors students for 
their individual achievement in a par- 
ticular field or organization. 
In the Department of Agriculture, an 
award was given lo the most outstanding 
sophomore, junior, and senior Robert 
Dunn. Nada Quillen, and Mark Cowan, 
respectively. The Ag-Tech Book Award, 
an authoritative book in the field of 
agriculture, is given lo a student in 
Technical Agriculture who displays "a 
high degree quality of leadership, an 
ardor for learning, and through his or her 
own industry has overcome economic or 
personal hardships in order lo remain in 
college." explained Dean William Sexton 
of the College of Applied Arts and 
Technology. The honoree of this award 
was Bobin Broomfield. 
Laura Greenwell and Judy Huls were 
honored with Ihe Mary K. Burrier Award 
from the Home Economics Department. 
Students must be of junior or senior 
standing, have an overall "b" average, a 
financial need, and must display 
"loyally, leadership, and service" in 
Home Economics. * 
The Weaver Award was given to 
Marsha Bhodus Maupin. a graduating 
senior, and the Yale B Burge award was 
presented to Cathryn Carmen, both with 
high economic standards. 
Joseph  M.  Buchanan,  a  student  of 
Industrial education, was presented with 
the Noble G. Deniston Award, and with 
respect to Ralph Whalin who served 37 
years at Eastern, the Ralph Whalin 
Scholarship was granted to junior Steve 
F. Bundy. 
Each year the Department of Nursing 
presents an award to a sophomore 
receiving an Associate Degree and a 
senior receiving a Baccalaureate Degree 
who are outstanding Nursing Students of 
quality high academic average, and have 
participated in N.S.U. The honorees were 
sophomore Colleen Kelley Keith and 
senior Judith Lee Combs. 
Awarding students in the College of 
Arts and Sciences was Dean Frederic 
Ogden. Students excelling in the 
Department of Art were senior Susan 
Gail Glover, recipient of the Outstanding 
Art Student Award; Amy Dean Travis, 
Award in Art History; Darlene Young 
Ross received an award in Art 
Education, and recipient of the Award in 
Ceramics was Michael James Hardesty. 
In the Department of Biological 
Sciences, the Freshman Award went to 
Connie Droz. an Environmental 
Resource major. Sophomore Stephen 
Woock. a departmental tutor, junior 
Judy Monroe, a major of microbiology, 
and senior Richard Fury, biological 
sciences major, were honored for high 
standing in their respective field. 
In annual memory of Robert S. 
Larance. a professor of 16 years at 
Eastern especially devoted to botany, the 
Robert S. Larance Memorial Award in 
Botany was given this year to Joyce 
Sutphin. The Clarence H. Gifford 
Scholarship is presented lo an entering 
Ireshman who displays high academic 
performance in high school, and con- 
tinues throughout his or her four years of 
school if the average is maintained. Lois 
Coulter, a biological sciences major will 
continue receiving the scholarship 
Regent election 
to be held today 
A two-candidate "runoff election 
being held today from a 10:00 a.m. to 
5:00 pm in the lobby of the Powell 
building will determine who will be the 
third Student Regent in the history of 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Emerging with the most voles in 
Tuesday s five candidate election were 
David Gfcson and David Stratton_The 
utilization of a runoff t>pe of election 
between Gibson and 9ratton was 
deemed necessary by J.C.    Powell 
tee 
A Freshman, Junior and Senior Award 
in the Department of Chemistry were 
given to Elaine Drake, Karen Mason, and 
John Newton as outstanding students in 
the field of Chemistry. The Meredith J. 
Cox Scholarship, the first time to be 
awarded, was presented to John Leach in 
regard of his high academic ac-„ 
complishment. 
The Dickey Chapelle Society of Women 
in memory of Dickey Chapelle, the first 
American woman journalist to be killed 
in the Vietnam War, presented the 
Outstanding Woman Journalism Student 
Award to  Sandra Joan Cottongim. 
Members of the Department of 
Dramam and Speech chose to honor 
senior Phil Stewart with the Pearl 
Buchanan Achievement Award in 
dramatics. Paula Moscinski received the 
Keene Oratory Award and receiving the 
Weaver Oratory Award was Bob 
Doughty. 
The Presley M. Grise Award for Poetry 
was presented    to'     the author 
of the best Poem in Aurora 
Literary Magazine, T.G. Moore. Out- 
standing in creative writing was Ken 
Gullette. honoree of the Roy B. Clark 
Award for Short Fiction. 
In    the   Department    of    Foreign 
Languages. Rafael Grenier received the 
Spanish Award and Sharon Zimmerman 
(Continued on Page Four) 
Solzhenitsyn 
subject of 
new course 
A special course entitled "Solzhenitsyn 
and Soviet Politics" (POL 405" will be 
offered during the fall semester. 1974 
The course will be taught by Dr. Jane 
Gurganus. an assistant professor of 
Political Science. 
Solzhenitsyn. a Russian author, was 
recently exiled from his country because 
of his book entitled The Gulag 
Archipelago. It was his effort to "revoke 
today the unlimited power over 
citizenry " The first English translation 
of the book will be released during May * 
June of this year. 
Dr Gurganus said that the purpose ol 
the course will be lo help students un 
derstand why Solzhenitsyn was 
"unacceptable lo Ihe current leaders of 
the Soviet Union." She also hopes that 
those students who take Ihe course will 
gain an understanding of Soviet politics 
and the Stalinist and post-Stalinist 
societies of Russia 
The course will be based upon 
Solzhemtsyn's major works such as One 
Day in the Life of Denisovich and The 
Cancer Ward . Through these works. Dr 
Gurganus hopes lo illutrate ihe use of 
literature  in  the  Soviet  Union  "as a 
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Board of Regents approves 
budget for fiscal '75 
Student-Regent   election   comm.l. vehicle   for ■political,, commentary   ind 
chairman. <*. V - -   '• f. •,«    ,c.  '.. dissent — J ^"nM.r, ' 
, ,.,   , ., L^.I. ,..,-„» -tolahlarianism   and   Ihe   nature ol 
The Spirit of Eastern 
Eben Henson. founder and director of 
Pioneer Playhouse and former mayor of 
Danville,   wrote and directed 50 students 
and faculty are participating in Ihe 
production The final performance is 
tonight at 7:30pp.m. in Brock Auditorium. 
tficated ihaf two ci ihe candidates came 
close I o receiving a" majoril> u.' fhv Z-'.l 
votes cast.       ■    ■     t    " ' 
Also vying for a position on the ten 
number member governing body were 
David Combs. Gary Houben and David 
M    Powell 
A breakdown ol Ihe number of votes 
each candidate received will be made 
.iv.1 liable only after today's special 
e lection 
.' t lit ri f
*:; ..'* '.'    .SeJSo be "considered - 
The course is open to students in all 
fields of major, and there are no 
prerequisites Dr Gurganus describes 
Ihe course as being "informal with 
discussion " Since it deals with 
revolution and totaltanamsm. Ihe course 
may be used as a subsiiiuie for 
■Revolution and Totalitarianism in Ihe 
Twentieth Century     'P.OL 415' 
For further information, contact Dr 
Gurganus. room 316 Wallace. 5720. 
The Eastern Board of Begents has 
approved a Current Unrestricted Fund 
Budget of S29.60O.398 lor the fiscal year, 
ending June 30. 1975 
This is an increase of SI,889.953 over 
projected expenditures lor the 1973-74 
fiscal year. 
A stale appropriation ol S17.273.700. or 
an increase of SI .6.31.630 over the current 
year, was incuded in the budget   Ol the 
increase. S42I.625 was allotted to replace 
student leesfor new debt service, leaving 
Sl.2l8.iKi5 for olher Current Unrestricted 
Fund   expenditures       In   addition.   Ihe 
t niverirt>  •• 'Is allolled SSl.StWL^VB, Ihe 
..„rotirnern growth* -fund established Bj 
'•   th> 1974 General.Assembly.   '; 
'* 
Of  ihe  total   budge!.   S'2"O.620,5I5  was 
earmarked lor Educational and General 
Expenditures        The    remainder    was 
I budgeted lor transfers lor debt service, 
planl fund and auxiliary exterprises 
Major Educational and General 
Expenditures, with their percentage of 
thai total budgel area, were: instruction 
and departmental research. S10.809.870 
52 4 per cent*, operation and main- 
tenance ol the physical planl. S2.972.720 
114.4 per eenti; general institutional 
expenses. $1,294,850 (6.3 per cent); staff 
benefits, $1,207,000 15.9 per cent); 
organized activities related to 
educational departments. $1,224,925 '5.9 
per centi; libraries $951,235 (4.6 per 
centi and general administration, 
1576,165 '28 per cent). 
The Board also named a sixth-college 
lor the University, the college of Law 
Enforcement. 
The Board created the new College by 
raising Ihe status of the School of Law 
Enforcement and removing it from the 
College of Applied Arts and Technology. 
The Board also removed the Traffic 
Safety Inslitutelroru AA&f and iuaC- - 
part of the ncwtMlege. -T 
The Board-approved a joint doctoral 
degree program in law enforcement with 
Ihe University of Kentucky.. 
The school, which began at Eastern in 
the spring ol ISM with 47 students and 
a faculty member, has become the giant 
of law enforcement education in this area 
of the .nation with more than 1600 major 
and 18 faculty members. 
The academic offering of the School 
has expanded from the ' two-year 
(Continued on P»ge Twelve) 
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A letter from the editor 
It's been an exciting and interesting year 
Well, this is it. The end of the 
year and the end of my reign as 
Progress editor. 
Before the first issue of this 
year a friend and former 
Progress editor told me that if I 
stayed in journalism I would 
never have another experience 
like being editor of the Progress, 
nor would I want to have. May I 
say that he was completely right. 
I can't say it's been an en- 
joyable year with the pressure of 
putting out a paper every 
Thursday looking me in the face 
every Monday morning, but I 
will say that it's been an in- 
teresting one—a very interesting 
■one. And I wouldn't trade this 
year for anything in the world. 
This year has really helped me 
to mature in many ways, I think, 
and one of the most important of 
these is the ability to see through 
people that I've never suspected 
before. It didn't take long to find 
out exactly who my friends were 
and it took even less time to find 
out who the enemy was. 
Working on the Progress these 
past three years has given me a 
whole new outlook on the 
profession of journalism and 
what I want to do with the 
training I've received, both the 
theory I've received in class and 
the practical training the paper 
gave me. 
Many people don't realize 
what really goes on behind the 
scenes when it comes to putting 
out the Progress every week but 
if they did, I think they would 
appreciate it more than they do. 
But though I've learned a lot, 
made an enormous number of 
friends that I'll never forget, had 
the privilege of working with 
innumerable people connected 
with the University and taken 
advantage of the many things 
that the position as editor offers, 
my friend was right. It's 
something I never want to do 
again. 
This year has been a good one 
for the Progress and the people 
who worked on the paper are 
special ones to me. Some of the 
best friends I have I've made by 
working with them. I'll never 
forget the convention trips, the 
banquets and the picnics, for 
though they were all fun, they 
were all an important part of the 
Progress that I wouldn't have 
wanted to miss. 
To all the people in the 
University and the surrounding 
community, to the people who 
wrote letters to the editor to help 
fill up the editorial page when I 
ran out of ideas and to all the 
advertisers who helped keep us 
in business this year, Iwould like 
to say thanks. You've helped 
make my year a little easier, and 
a little more fun. 
To all those staff members and 
photographers who came up with 
the copy and the pictures you see 
every week in the paper, another 
thanks for helping out, most of 
them with no pay. 
And to all my friends—I love 
every one of you.    Thanks for 
being you. 
The editor 
The readers' view 
Thanks students 
Dear Editor: 
On April :i. IW4 Madison County, 
K enlucky suffered what turned out to be 
its worst disaster in the co-inly's long 
history, Much devastation was inflicted 
on our county and a great need for 
manpower help was in demand. The 
response from the students at Eastern 
was tremendous 
The Madison County Farm Bureau 
would ike to take this opportunity to 
simply say thiunks Your efforts were a 
Hreal help Without it many Madson 
fountains wouldslill In- struggling along 
with the cleanup opuraliona Through 
you i effort s w e have cleared much o f the 
debit* and now have the situation well on 
(he way In completion 
The students who were abk' to help 
were greatly appreciated and will always 
lieiememlK-red by those you helped You 
ha ve strengUntied the fa Ml in our y<>ung 
people. 
Agan wv say thanks for your help 
Sincerely. 
Hilly W Cosby 
President 
Madison Co Kami Bureau 
Raps Media column 
In response to your media columnist 
I Students are not the only people who 
listen to radio late at night We do tun 
2. Sudenl needs are not bring "lotallx 
ignored " II KM students don't listen 
to WKKl'-FM. that is a reflection on their 
closcd'tiiiiidcdncss ami not on the ad- 
ministration Culture is reality, and 
Eastern's purpOMV as staled + the 
Catalog, includes providing "cultural 
pursuits'' for students which will 'imbue 
them with an understanding ol man and 
his aspirations " We believe the ad- 
ministration is motivated l>\ this idea, 
not T>J "image-building I.e.lining 
should not occur just in class, and KM' is 
giving you a chance to learn that 
classical music goes just as well as rock 
with most student pastimes Try it—you 
might like it! 
3. The University exists to serve not 
just students but the entire academic 
community and society at large. (Again, 
see the Catalog.)) This is true not only 
because EKU is tax-supported; it is 
inherent in the very idea of a univversity 
If WEKU-FM were the only station in 
Kentucky, there would be justification 
for playing rock. As it is, we appreciate 
the station's refusal to jemediocre or 
even to imitate UK's format 
Programming need not be strictly 
classical (we too lament the end of 
"Wooden Music "> but it should be such 
as In broaden its listeners' horizons. 
Your columnist was correct in calling 
WKKU-KM an 'oasis'' for people who 
like classical, jazz, or mood music. 
Please keep it that way! 
Sincerely. 
Glenn W. Rainey, Jr (Wallace3141 
JaneW Gurganus(Wallace316\ 
Disagrees with editorial 
Dear Editor: 
Voor commencement editorial iden- 
tified a situation which needs 
reassessing However, we disagree with 
your analysis and proposed solution 
Some laculty read during graduation, 
but are they any less rude than parents 
who leave aflerMarkor Billy receives a 
diploma'' As the afternoon wears,on. the 
activities on stage compete with the 
footsteps ol departing guests, while the 
laculty remains 10 cheer the .Vs. Vs. and 
Z's 'Meanwhile. an> standees have long 
since found seals. > 
We disagree that the faculty "couldn't 
care less about who graduates " Surely, 
most professors have some moments 
ofpride as those names are called We 
did.  after  all.  play   a   major  role     in 
preparing the graduates. In fact, in view 
of that role, it is unfortunate that we are 
almost ignored at graduation. While 
attention is called to the graduates, 
parents, administration, and regents, we 
(having bought quaint, colorful outfits 
just for the occasion) slip in through the 
side door, with little fanfare, and sit 
unnoticed for three hours. Then we leave 
anonymously among the large crowds, 
w ith little chance of finding our students, 
saying "congratulations," or greeting 
proud parents. 
Out proposed solution is to have the 
commencement address, then divide up 
into colleges to present diplomas. Each 
college could have its academic 
procession. The graduates' names, 
called individually, would assume more 
importance in the smaller group. The 
process would be shorter; parents and 
faculty would be willing audiences: the 
aftermath would be conducive to 
greetings. In short, it would be a per- 
sonalized, pleasant event. 
Sincerely. 
Jane Gurganus 
Klaus HHeberle 
i Wallace 313) 
Freshmen introduced 
Dear Freshmen. 
We co sponsors of the Freshman Class 
wish to express our gratitude for how 
hard your officers have worked this 
school year and to thank all those of you 
who have helped to make activities go 
over 
The Homecoming Queen candidate and 
float worked out very well. The 
traditional While Rose Formal un 
lortunately^did not pan out because of 
lack of enough advance sales. And the 
car wash Saturday. April 21. was a huge 
success. With some reorganization, we 
are looking forward to a bang-up 
Sophomore Class next school year' 
The officers who have served so faith- 
fully and probably.not received nearly 
enough recognition for their efforts are: 
Wendell Boyd—President 
Sharon Hughes—Vice-President 
Mindy Streetman—Secretary-Treasurer 
Louise Zeigler—Publicity 
Vincc Piazza—Promotion 
It has been a real pleasure to work with 
them and you. the entire Freshman 
-Class. 
Sincerely, 
Geri Polvino 
Jack Callender 
Contest a flop? 
Dear Editor. 
We would just like to say a few words 
about the Energy Conservation Contest 
that was held on this campus over spring 
semester. Apparently everyone felt it 
was a major issue when it was started, 
since the Progress did print an article 
and a special Energy Conservation 
Committee was set up. However, when it 
camalime to announce the winners and 
"TirtnffBn article on what the dorms had 
done, Ve saw nothing. Keith and 
Keene Halls followed through with their 
part of the contest and we feel the 
Progress should have loo. Since the 
Progress is supposed to cover campus 
issues, we feel you did a poor job this 
lime. So we would like to announce Keith 
Hall and Keene Hall the winners. 
Sincerely. 
Keith Hall House Council 
PS. Keilh Hall would also like to claim 
the picture on page 323 of this year's 
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This weei 
"A Centennial 
and: 
"An Hysterical Drama 
Once upon a time, Eastern 
celebrated its Centennial Year of 
Higher Education. 
"My, what a beautiful Cen- 
tennial day," said Ron Fox, 
faculty member. "I think I'll go 
to my Centennial office," he 
said. 
So Mr. Fox ate his Centennial 
breakfast, which consisted of 
two Centennial eggs, some 
Centennial bacon, and a cup of 
Centennial coffee. 
"The weather man says rain," 
said Mr. Fox' Centennial wife. 
"Oh no, " said Mr. Fox. "I 
hope we don't have another 
Centennial tornado." 
With that, Mr. Fox got into his 
Lincoln Centennial, drove to his 
office, and sat down at his desk. 
The phone rang. 
"My my," said Mr. Fox. "A 
Centennial phone call." 
"Centennial  hello," he said. 
"Mr. Fox?" 
"Yes?" 
"This is your Centennial 
secretary." 
"Oh, hello there." 
"I have the Centennial flu." 
"Then you Centennial won't be 
Centennial in today?Cen- 
tennial" 
"No. And you won't be able to 
chase me around your Cen- 
tennial desk." 
"I wouldn't do that," said Mr. 
Fox. "That would be a sin 
(tennial)." 
"Well, goodbye." 
"Goodbye." 
So Mr. Fox had nothing to do 
on that nice Centennial day. 
Suddenly he got a Centennial 
idea. 
"I've got it"!V saitNie. "I'll go 
watch the birdsCentennialon the 
Centennial statue. 
And he did. 
The End 
The Centennial Pageant—An 
historical drama tracing the 
history of Eastern Kentuky 
University. 
Act I 
TIME-1874 
PLACE—Madison County, Ky. ' 
(Curtain opens, revealing a 
cow pasture. Two characters in 
coonskin caps en ten 
FERD—"Hey Bob! Look! A 
cow pasture!" - .       ■• 
BOP-   •1:—'— wow  pfefd! it ' 
certainly is'" 
FERD— "Doesn't it .inspire 
you?" 
BOB—"Yes! Why don't we 
build a University?" 
FERD—"What a splendid 
idea!" 
BOB—"See that hill? We will 
build my house up there." 
FERD—"And all the 
classroom buildings will be 
below." 
BOB—"See over there, where 
the cows have been grazing? See 
those meadow muffins? That's 
where we will build    the grill." 
FERD—"Excellent! And over 
there, that field with all the 
bumps and gopher holes! That 
can be the Intramural softball 
fields!" 
BOB—"Ferd, I think this is 
bigger   than both of us." 
FERD—"Bigger than ME, 
maybe." 
BOB—"Let's start out as a 
Teachers' College. Then we will 
evolve into a University. Then, 
about a hundred years from now, 
we can become a High School!'' 
FERD—"And nobody will 
notice the transition." 
BOB-"Except the students." 
(Curtain falls) 
News Flash—During the 
summer months, Dr. Robert R. 
Martin has announced that he 
and Ken Gullette will be per- 
forming at the Hilton's Green 
Fringe Room in Lexington. This 
new comedy team was formed 
after their smash debut at the 
Progress-Milestone Banquet. 
"We'll be bigger than Laurel 
and Hardy," Martin com- 
mented. 
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Column's purpose was to prod thought 
Remarks of the kind about to 
be made are usually reserved for 
the firstedition of a regular 
column. But inasmuch as that 
was not done in August of last 
year, it seems that the next-to- 
most appropriate place would be 
the year's final installment. 
This column was begun on the 
premises that, at the turn of the 
century, when Guglielmo 
Marconi was tinkering around 
with wires andtelegraph keys, he 
could not have had even the 
slightest inkling of the changes 
he was helping to bring on 
society. Bring on instead ofbring 
to because not all of them were 
desirable. In less than a hundred 
years, the world has undergone a 
sort of electrical lobotomy, 
altering our state of con- 
sciousness at a rate that we have 
as yet fully comprehended. 
The student of McLuhan will 
remember that the particular 
medium on which we depend 
plays a large role in determining 
our psychological make-up; that 
our behavior is greatly in- 
fluenced by our daily alter- 
cations with the world via the 
communicative process; that the 
medium is the message. 
With that in mind, it seems 
nothing but good sense that we 
should devote some attention to 
understanding of the media 
which affects us so immensely. 
While I do not profess to be in- 
formed by the gods in the ways of 
the media, I do feel that we have 
grown so accustomed to radio, 
television, films and printed 
matter that we quietly slip into 
thinking of them in terms of their 
particular definition rather than 
as media collectively. It is 
important that we view these 
forms of communication as one 
entity, because in the proper 
thought perspective they can be 
viewed as a socially motivating 
force. 
', Richmond film fans  saw most movies 
before national publicity  wore off 
BY T.G.MOORE 
Arts Editor 
It has been a good year for 
Richmond moviegoers. The 
opening of the Campus Cinemas 
I and II created another outlet 
for films which might have 
otherwise taken months to make 
their way to this area. The 
campus flick has also done well 
considering its shaky situation in 
terms of finances. Students here 
continue to support the theater., ■ 
and hopefully the flick will be 
able to carry on as usual. 
It is suprising to look back and 
find that so many good films 
played in Richmond before the 
national publicity for them had 
faded away. The campus flick 
ran Jack Lemmon's Save the 
Tiger back when everyone 
thought it was a wildlife film. 
Lemmon went on to win an 
Academy Ward for his per- 
formance. 
Other biggies that hit Rich- 
mond this year were The Sting, A 
Touch of Class and Ingmar 
Bergman's Cries and Whispers. 
All of them were to later win or 
be nominated for Oscars. 
Regrettably absent so far has 
been Summer Wishes, Winter 
Dreams with Joanne Woodward 
and Martin Balsam and The 
Great Gatsby starring Robert 
"PrettyBoy"  Redford and Mia 
"I'm So Bored" Farrow. Gatsby 
could have just as well been 
titled The Great Dud since 
director Jack Clayton stuck to 
the original F. Scott Fitzgerald 
script like gum to a boot. Red- 
ford came off as terribly stiff and 
artificial and Mia Farrow just 
plain couldn't hack it as the 
southern belle-turned bitch 
Daisy Buchanan..Ah admirable 
attempt though, at recreating 
the atmosphere of the Twenties. 
Peter Bagdonavich's Paper 
Moon is on the way, bringing 
with it some of the funniest 
portrayals of the year. The • 
father and daughter team of 
Ryan and Tatum O'Neal provide 
an hilarious comedy. But the 
greatest comic of the year was, 
ironically, ignored by the proper 
folk at the Academy Awards. 
Woody Allen will take his place 
in film history along with 
Groucho Marx and Laurel and 
Hardy as one of the greatest 
comical geniuses of all time. Let 
us hope that the film societies get 
around to recognizing Allen's 
talents before he's too old to 
accept the praise, as they almost 
did in the case of Groucho Marx. 
But what can one expect from 
people who can't even read cue 
cards from ten feet away? 
Two new films which are sure 
to be in the running for next 
year's awards are Sugarland 
'■ Express and The Conversation. 
Laugh-In girl Goldie Hawn 
proves in Sugarland that she can 
do more than just giggle and fall 
through trap doors. The film is 
pleasantly amusing, although 
the comedy is bittersweet 
variety. 
The Conversation is the latest 
brain-child of director Francis 
Ford Coppola. The film, which 
stars Gene Hackman, tells the 
story of a top-rate surveilance 
man who discovers that one of 
his clients has murder in the 
back of his mind. Security expert 
Harry Caul is a man dedicated 
only to his work, a meticulously 
efficient gadget man who doesn't 
get involved in the implications 
of his craft until it is used against 
him.Coppola's own screenplay is 
obviously based, however 
loosely, on convicted Water- 
bugger James McCord. Although 
Conversation is not one of Hack- 
man's better roles, he carries it 
off with skill and class. The film 
has not been well-received by 
critics, but then, what do they 
know? 
Finally, one last film which 
deserves attention is Electro 
Glide in Blue. The movie runs 
for two nights here on campus 
beginning tomorrow night. 
(See picture at right.) 
Students  missed a great show in Mac 
Frampton  concert Monday  night 
RYJIMSIIEPERD 
Photo Editor 
A capacity crowd ot over 20 
people packed the Hiram Brock 
Auditorium Monday night to 
hear the sounds of well-known 
pianist Mac Frampton. The 
concert started well with the 
dynamic Frampton more than a 
little amazed at the crowd which 
was then treated to the sounds of 
"Shaft" a medley of "You Are 
My Sunshine," "You Are The 
Sunshine Of My Life," and 
many, many other well known 
tunes, as well as classics such as 
Mussorgsky's "Pictures At An 
Exhibit" which not only en- 
tertained but amazed the 
audience with the Frampton 
style and speed. 
Accenting the style which is 
destined to be world famous 
along with those of Liberace, 
pianists Cliburne and Williams, 
were the talents of Frampton's 
accompanists—Lenny Balisteri 
on Drums and Tom  Cahill on 
bass guitar and string bass. The 
performers which hailed from 
Florida and Ohio, respectively, 
certainly had to travel a great 
distance to find such an "in- 
timate" audience. Intimate in 
the terms of miniscule. 
It is a tribute to the students of 
Eastern to see them get out to 
refute the charges of their being 
"relatively unsophisticated". 
With a defense such as this, 
women will be lucky to retain the 
right to vote in student elections 
and eat in the grill. A defense 
like this would have convicted 
Maurice Stans, let alone a bunch 
of college students.    . 
But all the fault doesn't rest on 
the student. Once again the 
booking persons of Eastern have 
managed to find the impossible 
time and then manage, after 
assuring a conflict of interests £ 
reminiscent of N Nixon's sudden 
urge to drink milk, failed to 
publicize it. One add in the 
Progress   does   not   a   concert 
make, but asSkipDaugherty put 
it "a crowd doesn't make a 
concert,either.' This is 
seemingly in conflict with the 
idea that a concert, no matter 
what the style, is designed for 
the students to hear. 
But enough small talk, the 
concert was one of the better to 
grace our campus this year and 
exceeded all records for lack of 
publicity. Mac, you asked me to 
"get after the students a little," I 
feel I have. Thanks for the 
"almost" private concert. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO 
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When Walter Cronkite goes on 
the air, he is doing more than 
just delivering the news. He is, 
in effect, programming our 
minds. When we pick up the 
Courier-Journal or the Lexington 
Herald, we are subjecting our 
minds to a form of program- 
ming. What is different is the 
method. And the method is 
many times more important that 
the information that is injected 
into the nervious system. It is 
how we receive that information 
that determines how we in- 
terpret it or what we do with it. 
The purpose of this column has 
not been to instruct the reader in 
the workings of the media or its 
implications. It was intended 
instead as a prod to thinking 
more about the media. It has 
been an offering of ideas and 
opinion, not intended to please 
everyone but structured in the 
hope that we become more 
aware of those forces which put 
us to bed at night, wake us up in 
the morning, entertain us during 
the day and inform us in the 
evening. It has been an attempt, 
however successful or not, at 
observation. 
In his writings on com- 
munications guru Marshall 
McLuhan,   Tom   Wolf"   con- 
tinually stresses the point: 
"What if he is right?" In the age 
If Comsat and now Domsat, one 
must agree. Indeed, what if he is 
right?  
In last week's column, it was 
stated that 50,000 watts was the 
highest power output allowed by 
the FCC. That is the case for AM 
stations, but the power for FM 
stations can go as high as 250,000 
watts. It was also stated that the 
university plans to construct a 
radio lab in Alumni Coliseum. 
That statement was inaccurate 
in the sense that the coliseum is 
only one of several sites under 
consideration for the radio lab. 
Blake dudes it up 
Robert Blake, of in Cold Blood fame, stars in 
Electro Glide in Blue which runs tomorrow and 
Saturday night at the campus flick. Blake portrays 
a motorcycle cop in Electro Glide, one of last 
year's more obscure films. A tragic comedy, 
Electro Glide deals with the life policeman John 
Wernegreen, who aspires to leave the road and his 
motorcycle for the excitement of plainclothes 
police work. A murder case also weaves itself into 
the plot. The film runs for two nights with showtime 
each evening at 7:30. 
WEEKLY 
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Outstanding students recognized 
Gene Robbing, chief engineer, and Fred 
Kolloff, director of Eastern 's Division of 
Television and Radio, examine a new color 
television camera recently installed in the 
conversion of the EKU television center from 
black and white to color. New studio lighting 
and associated electronic equipment were 
also     installed. 
In living color 
Studio installs new cameras 
Eastern Kentucky University 
has completed   the conversion 
of   its   television   production 
center from black and white to 
full color. 
The conversion by the EKU 
Division of Television and 
Radio included installation uf 
two new color cameras, a new 
color camera for film and 
slides, and equipment to update 
videorecorders Also added was 
new studio -lighting and 
associated electronic equip- 
menl 
Fred Kolloff. division 
director, said the new color 
capability will improve 
production for instruction and 
'provide new areas of instruction 
in chemistry, biology, interior 
design and other subjects where 
color is essential. 
He said color capability will 
also enable the University "to 
serve better its extended 
campus and public service 
commitments, since television 
outlets air their product only in 
color " 
Eastern's new color equip- 
ment is the same or better than 
that used in commercial 
stations, providing students an 
opportunity to study color 
television production. 
The first all-color productions 
to be aired publicly will be a 
series of four one-hour 
programs on the citizen's role in 
law enforcement, to be 
televised over the Kentucky 
Educational Network late in 
May or early June. 
(Continued from Page One) 
Sharon Zimmerman was the 
recipient of the German Award. 
George B. Akin was presented 
a check in regard to the Out- 
standing Geology Student 
Award. 
Imogene Herald, Thomas C. 
Wunderle were recipients of the 
Outstanding History Student 
Award, Miss Herald in 
Teaching, Wunderle in non- 
teaching. Toy Ann Curd was 
chosen for the Kerney M. 
Adams History Scholarship, a 
gift of $50 
For outstanding achievement 
in mathematics, John Cowan 
and Bobby Patterson were 
picked for the Freshman 
Mathematics Achievement 
Award. 
Two scholarships in Music 
were awarded during the 
program. Karen Bogan 
received the Irene S. Muir 
Scholarship Award, and Tom 
Berndt received the Tom Main 
Scholarship Award. 
The Philosophy Department 
awarded Martin H. Lucas for 
his performance in philosophy 
this year, and in the Depart- 
ment of Physics, Lois Coulter 
received a certificate naming 
her as the Outstanding Student 
in Elementary Physics. 
The General Arthur Lloyd 
Award, in recognition of 
"academically excellent 
students', of Political Science 
was presented to Robert A. 
Doughty and Steven L. Hurley. 
Each year, the Clark L. Hull 
Award of Excellence in the field 
of Psychology is presented to an 
outstanding        senior       in 
P.E. department publishes handbook 
A handbook containing the 
employment credentials of its' 
graduating seniors has been 
issued by the Department of 
Physical Education  for Men at 
Eastern  Kentucky University. 
Copies are being sent on 
request to prospective em- 
ployers, including schools and 
superintendents, according to 
Dr Fred Darling, chairman of 
the department, which is in the 
EKU School of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and 
Athletics. 
Among other data, the 
handbook lists each graduate's 
coaching skills, his area of 
emphasis, his major and minor 
study at EKU. his high school 
and college honors, and his 
employment desires, location 
.in'' availability. 
The handbook lists 66 seniors. 
It will also be sent to faculty 
members and chairmen in the 
College   of   Education,   the 
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Psychology Barbara Jean 
Harrod was (he honoree this 
year. A junior psychology 
major, Denise Pierce, was the 
recipient of the William H. 
Knapp Award which is awarded 
to one with the above 
qualifications and who has 
financial need  for the award. 
Two special awards were 
given in the College of Arts and 
Sciences — the Modern 
Language Scholarship Award 
and the Pre-Engineering 
Scholarship Award presented 
by the Allen Company of 
Winchester. Kentucky. The 
former scholarship of $300 is 
given to a major or minor in 
English. French, Spanish, or 
German. They must have a 3.0 
g.p.a. and be in financial need. 
The latter scholarship of $500 is 
awarded to a major in 
engineering who is in his first 
year of a three year engineering 
program at Eastern. Kenneth 
P. Sloan revived the language 
scholarship and William David 
Jones was granted the 
engineering scholarship. 
In the College of Business, 
Charles E. Gillespie received a 
check from the Anna D. Gill 
Award fund, and the 'junior 
accountant most like to suc- 
ceed.'' Larry T. Clark, received 
a $100 check by the Cooper and 
Lybrand Accounting Award. 
The Secretarial Science Award 
was presented to Sue Ann 
Sparks, who is working for an 
associates degree, and Beverly- 
Ann Holten received the Office 
Administration Award. 
The NBEA Professional 
Award from the Department of 
Business Education recognized 
Carolyn Murphy Kinsolving and 
Debbie Pierson, who also, 
received honor as members of 
•Who's Who Among Students". 
In the Department of Military 
Science, two-year and three- 
year scholarships which pay for 
all fees, books, and materials 
needed plus $100 monthly, are 
awarded to men of high 
academic average in military 
science, and who show strong 
leadership and a desire for 
service in the U.S. Army. 
Recipients of the Two-Year 
Scholarship are Kenneth P. 
Bostleman. John P. Hash, and 
Thomas W White. Russell C. 
Barclay. Jeffrey D Briggs. 
rAnton G. Griffin. Jeffrey K. 
ledley. and Charles Morrison 
received the Three-Year 
Scholarships. Others granted the 
threVyear Scholarship were 
Gerold L.  eney,  Richard  T. 
Owen.   Raymond   P   R.   Pat- 
terson, and Ernest B. Wells. 
Kappa Delta Pi. the honorary 
society of Education , presented 
Lisa A. Gardner, and Matthew 
W. Swyers with the Lawrence 
B. Stratenmeyer Award as the 
man and woman of the highest 
academic average planning to 
teach. In the Department of 
Elementary Education, the 
Gladys Perry Tyng Award was 
given to Barbara D. Pitakos, 
and Keith M. Earley. Gregory 
Hopkins Moore was recognized 
for his superior achievement in 
the Field of Library Science. 
In the Department of Special 
Education and Rehabilitation, 
Betty Davis Jackson was 
named the Outstanding Student 
in Special Education; Angela C. 
Delaney, Outstanding Student 
in Speech and Hearing; and 
Janice Parsons, Outstanding 
(Continued On Page Five) 
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Alumni Office, and personnel in 
the Division of University- 
School Relations 
Prospective employers may 
obtain copies upon request to 
Dr. Darling. 
Besides employment data, 
the handbook lists the 
graduate's age, height, and 
weight; marital status, and his 
parents' address. 
Dr. Darling said, "It is the 
philosophy of the department to 
provide all assistance possible 
in seeking positions for our 
graduating majors. In recent 
years the department has 
developed a number of oc- 
cupational emphases with the 
major of physical education, 
including a variety of teaching 
and non-teaching occupations 
'•»,.   «^ 
Rowin' on the river 
Canoe enthusiasts took to the water Saturday, as the party of 27 
Eastern students paddled down the Rock Castle River. A wide 
variety of canoeing expertise was represented in the group- 
from non-swimming beginners to veterans at the sport. The trip 
was sponsored by the Keene Hall House Council, and the group 
Parking lot remedies 
Student and professor conduct study 
BY REBECCA GRUBBS 
Staff Writer 
Traffic is a major problem in 
the University Shopping Center 
on the by-pass. Drivers 
cut across the parking lot, 
paying no attention to the poorly 
marked traffic lanes in the lot. 
At intersections, it is "cross at 
your own risk". Also finding a 
space close to Britt's iSvJm- 
possible due to some all day 
parkers. 
Help is on the way in the form 
of Dennis E Quillen, assistant 
professor of geography and 
Janet Panayotoff. a regional 
planning major. Currently they 
are working on a solution to the 
center's traffic problem. 
"I used to complain about it 
(the traffic) all the time until 
finally I complained to the right 
person," said Quillen with a 
grin. "So they finally came 
back and said 'Why don't you do 
something about it?' ". 
The shopping center asked 
Quillen to do some consulting 
work on this. This presented a 
chance to get the geography 
department involved in the 
project allowing students to 
have a chance to work on the 
project. 
Before beginning their plans, 
Quillen and Miss Panayotoff did 
a considerable amount of 
preliminary work. This initial 
work included studying a map 
of the shopping center, talking 
to the merchants in the center, 
taking an inventory of the 
current situation, making 
personal observations, and 
extensive library research. 
Through their research four 
major problems were 
discovered. The first is the 
problem of automobiles cutting 
across the lot diagonally. The 
job intersection beside Long 
John Silver's and the in- 
tersection between S-Mart  and 
st IIOOI END 
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INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE SALE 
Heck's    also    present    two 
problems. 
The fourth problem is 
Eastern students. Many 
students leave their cars in the 
lot all day while attending 
classes. Miss Panayotoff 
commented that these students 
park in front of Britts taking up 
all the spaces there. "The 
merchants said they didn't 
mind the students parking their 
cars in the lot," said Miss 
Panayotoff. "They just wish 
they (the students) would space 
themselves out." 
Quillen and Miss Panayotoff 
classify their recommendations 
into three levels. The first level 
is immediate remedies or short 
range solutions. The second 
level can be implemented when 
the lot is repainted. The third 
level is major modificatons— 
concrete curbs and things of 
this nature. It's up to the owners 
as to whether they accept our 
solutions," said Quillen. 
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Student in Rehabilitation 
Recognition    was    given la 
Scholarship Award. 
Receiving    the    Oulstandir 
Senior ^fccadership       an 
several students in the School ol 
Health. Physical Education. 
Recreation and Athletics 
Outstanding Senior in Physical 
Education for Women. Lee Ann 
Thurmond; Outstanding Male 
Physical Education Major. 
Montgomery R Spenilla. 
Bernard II. Mrubala received 
the Outstanding Male Physical 
Education Major Leadership 
Service Award, and Timothy 
Patterson was honored with the 
Hood, Hughes. Presnell 
 
J ng 
i d 
Academic Excellence in 
Recreation Award was Clyde 
Thomas Bennett, and Kathy 
Mayer received the Out- 
standing-Senior Leadership and 
Professional Involvement in 
Recreation Award. Finally, the 
Outstanding Student in 
Department of School and 
Public Health was Carolyn Noe 
Organized awards were given 
to students who contributed the 
most to their organization 
or other campus activities, and 
I he clubs themselves were 
honored lor members receiving 
the highest academic average 
for the year. Caduceus Club 
presented the Meredith J Coxjf 
Award to Raymond Merrick for 
bis interest in the field of 
medicine. 
For the most contribution io 
the promotion ol international 
relations allairs. Robert 
Doughty. Harry Moberly. and 
Jane  Patton   received Ihe 
CIKUNA Club Awards Delta 
Omicron whose interest is in 
music, awarded Tanya Moore 
with Ihe Senior Honor Pin, 
and Cindy Thurman with Ihe 
Star of Delta Omicron. 
For  the senior  student   who 
plans to teach in the field of 
music, the Music Educators 
National Conference gives the 
"Senior Award." of which 
Terry Bromley was the 
recipient this year James G. 
Ansley. an outstanding History 
major, received recognition 
Irom Phi Alpha Theta. and Phi 
Kappa Phi Offered a 
Scholarship Award to Andrea L. 
Routledge for her excellent 
study in all fields. 
The National Business 
Education Association Award 
i Phi Beta Lambda' and 
recognition by Pi Omega Pi. 
were given to Carolyn Murphy 
Kinsolving for her contribution 
in Business Education. 
For his interest in the 
development of music. Kevin 
l)c in son was honored with the 
Outstanding Music Major 
Award, and Marilyn Isaacs 
received the American String 
Teachers Association Award: 
For Outstanding Service. 
Sigma Tau Delta bestowed to 
Sharon Zimmerman the Award 
lor Highest Academic Average 
in English, and to Lester Rice, 
Excellence in Research Award 
i Sigma Xii lor his scholarly 
endeavor in undergoing 
research. 
Each year Eastern Kentucky 
I'niversily selects a number of 
students to be in "Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges." 
Tins honor is bestowed on 
students "who have displayed 
outstanding traits of scholar- 
ship, leadership, and service," 
announced Mr. Daugherty. 
Chosen by Ihe Department 
chairmen, faculty, and staff, 
and the Student Association, 
Fastern recognized :18 students 
this year for their performance 
within the University com- 
munity. 
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Marching Maroons to perform 
at hundredth KentuckyDerby 
A workman is pictured here unloading one of 
the final touches to be added to the new statue 
in the Powell Center Plaza area   The rocket 
was later mounted in the figure's right hand, 
while his left hand balanced a sophisticated 
space craft of the future. 
Dr. Carey new president 
of CEA organization 
Dr. Glenn O. Carey, professor 
of English and associate dean 
of   the   College   of   Arts   and 
Sciences at Eastern 
has been elected president of 
the College English Association, 
a national organization of 
college Et.;;lish teachers. 
Founded in 1939. the CEA has 
membership in 50 states. 
Canada and the Caribbean, with 
more than 211 regional affiliates 
throughout the U.S. 
The announcement    of 
Carey's election was made in 
Philadelphia during the CEA's 
recent annual meeting and 
national conference. 
Carey attended the con- 
ference as first vice p-esident 
and national program chair- 
person, also chairing the con- 
ference banquet. The theme of 
the program was "English for 
All   Americans    —    College 
The organizations scene... 
Centennial Pageant Tonight 
Tonighl is your last chance to 
see "The Sprit of Eastern," a 
historical drama about the 
development ol higher 
educational Eastern. The event 
starts at 7::il» p.m. in Brock 
Auditorium Tickets may be 
purchased for Ihe Pageant at 
the cashiers windew in Ihe 
Coalcs    building at $1.50. 
Centennial Hall Tomorrow 
V. veiling 
Beginning al 9p.m. Friday in 
Ihe Grand Ballroom of Ihe Keen 
Johnson Building the Jimmy 
Dorsey Orchestra will be 
performing for the Centennial 
Hall. The dance constilues one 
ol the main events in Eastern's 
observance of a century of 
higher   education   on   campus. 
Choral        Interviews And 
Auditions Scheiluk'ri 
Interested students for 
choral. University Singers and 
Ihe Concert Choir should call 
Dr. Wehr. t-MW3> for an in- 
terview and audition 
I n I e r - V a r s i t y     <' h r i s t i an 
Felkmship 
IVCF   will   be sponsoring  a 
spring picnic tomorrow evening 
at Bonncsboro Everyone is 
invited to attend. Thecosl is .50 
cents and those wishing Io at- 
tend should be at Ihe Daniel 
Boone Statue at ."> p.m. 
\lpha Kappa  Delta 
Alpha    Kappa    Delia,    a 
National   Sociological   Honor 
Society. w ill hold a meeting Ihis 
evening at 7:30 for the pur- 
poses of electing new officers 
lor next fall. The meeting will 
be hekl in Room E. Powell 
Ensemble to Perform 
This evening at 7:30 p.m., a 
concert featuring Ihe Ensemble 
and local talent will be per- 
forming at the First Baptist 
Church at Francis and Irvine 
SB. Tomorrow al 9 pjn.. a 
social mixer will be held in the 
Martin Hall cafeteria. 
Admission will he 25cents The 
Ensemble will have a banquet 
Saturday May 4. and a worship 
service May 5 in the Chapel 
of Meditation. 
Veteran's club 
The Veteran's (Tub will meet 
at 5 p.m. this afternoon in the 
Grise Room. 
IRK Scores Available 
Seniors may now pick up 
scores if the look Iheir 
Undergraduate Record 
Examination on Feb. 9. Scores 
may be picked up in the 
Institutional Research Office, 
4th Floor, Jones, between Bam. 
and 4:30 p.m. weekdays. 
Wesley Foundation 
A Rap Hour session will be 
held Sunday at 9:30 a.m. and a 
Communion Servicewillbeheld 
at 7 p.m. a the Wesley Foun- 
dation. Everyone is invited to 
attend. 
Campus Movie 
FRI.    &     SAT. 
He's a 
GOOD COP.. 
On a 
BIG BIKE... 
On a 
BAD ROAD 
|g)«»       AjiMiCswuviMGutnao-nuPEHTHrmGftoiiucw . 
•*T<? ROBERT BLAKE   BUV IGREEM BUSH 'J 
Teaching Today and 
Tomorrow.''    with    over    40 
papers and loo participants. 
Dr. By no Rhodes, professor of 
English at Eastern, attended 
the conference and was 
chairperson for the session on 
English composition ex- 
periments;. 
Carey has been active in the 
CEA since 1949. Among the 
positions he has held are: 
national director, membership 
co-chairperson, publicity 
committee chairperson, 
ongoing concerns committee 
chairperson, second vice 
president and first vice 
president. 
During the past year Carey 
has had book reviews published 
in Studies in Short Fiction, 
Choice: Books for College 
Libraries, South Atlantic 
Bulletin, the Lexington Herald- 
Leader and the Louisville 
Courier-Journal. Among the 
recent articles he has had 
published is "William Faulkner 
on the Automobile as Socio- 
Sexua^wnbol^rUheJanuarys 
1974. issue of the CEA Critic. 
His other honors include a 
Fulbright professorship, at the 
University of Jordan in 
Amman, a visiting Fulbright 
lectureship in Cyprus, two 
research fellowships from the 
State University of New York 
Research Foundation, and an 
assistant editorship on the 
nationally famous literary 
journal. Accent. He came to 
Eastern in 1867,  
BY DELMA FRANCIS 
Man. Ed. News 
Wild outfits, outrageous hats, 
mini juleps, white suits, roses. 
The> re off! All are symbolic ot 
the world famous Kenluckv 
Derb> held at Churchill Downs 
inLouisville. 
Eastern's l>0-membar 
marching Maroons have been 
chosen to march in the parade. 
as well as play "M> Old Ken- 
tucky Home" just prior to Ihe 
running of Ihe Derby. 
The Maroons will alternate 
with Ihe Fort Knox Army Band 
and the Jefferson High School 
Band in providing music bet-' 
ween the preliminary races 
According to Dr. George 
Muns.     chairman     of     the 
Department of Music, "it is 
more than a coincidence that 
Ihe Maroons will play for Ihe 
100th running of America's 
most prestigious racing event, 
because this is also the 100th 
year of higher education on the 
Eastern campus. 
Other festivities leading up to 
the Derby on Saturday are the 
steamboat race on the Ohio 
River between Ihe rivals. Belle 
of Louisville and Delta Queen, a 
dance by the Colonetles , and a 
dinner for the honorary Ken 
tueky Colonels. 
This year the largest field 
ever will  thunder around Ihe 
Eastern singers win three 
awards in  state contest 
track in the 100th run for the 
nix's, and one of the three-year- 
old thoroughbreds will emerge 
victorious in Ihe most 
prestigious of all horse races 
Though it is only a mile and a 
quarter run. taking ap- 
proximately two minutes, the 
Derb} is the oldest continuing 
horse race in the country. 
Though il is only a mile 
and a quarter run. taking ap- 
proximately two minutes, the 
Derb) is the oldest continuing 
horse race in the country. Other 
races around the country 
originated before, bul lapsed 
occasionally 
Nothing, however, has kept 
Ihe three-year-olds from Iheir 
scheduled runs since Ihe 1875 
premier won by Arisiides in a 
time of 2:37 a4. (The track was a 
mile and a half then.' 
The first Derby had three 
races instead of Ihe nine 
scheduled today. The at- 
tendance was only about 10.000. 
while the expected number for 
this year's Derby is 138,000, not 
Io mention the 75 million others 
who will view the event on 
television. 
Also, in the old days, one 
could watch the Derby for a 
dollar, and the infield area was 
considered the "free gate." 
Inflation h as nol passed over 
the Derby. Today, for standing 
room only in the infield, one 
must pay $5. 
The infield is a story in itself. 
There you'll find the wierdest 
costumes of all. and those hardy 
souls who "camp out" there for 
a position tosee Ihe race.This is 
8 false hope, however, because 
when 50.000 or more people 
crowd ui with Ihe same idea, all 
one sees is a sea of people. 
Although the race has always 
been called Ihe Kentucky 
Derby, and has always been run 
on Ihe same (rack, the track 
itself was known as the 
Louisville Jockey Club Course 
until 18R(i when it was named 
Churchill Downs after its 
original owners. 
The first leg In Ihe Triple 
Crown of horse racing (Derby. 
Preakness, Belmont' the 
Kentucky Derby has had many 
line horses run its course, but 
only four have gone on Io 
become Triple Crown  Winners 
The fortunate foursome in- 
cludes Qallanl Fox. 1930: 
Whirluway. 1941; Citation. 1948 
and of course lasl year's 
superstar. Secretariat. 
There are always a number 
of celebrities in attendance, and 
Louisville hostesses vie for the 
honor of entertaining Ihe most 
famous and influential guests. 
This year should be a spec- 
tacular in that department as 
Britain's Princess Margaret, 
fifth in line to the British throne, 
accompanied by her husband. 
Lord Snowden. will watch the 
100th run for Ihe roses 
Singers from Eastern won 
three first place awards and one 
second place at the recent five- 
state regional student auditions 
of the National Association of 
Teachers of Singing, held at 
Maryville, Tenn. 
Winneivof first place in the 
graduate student division was 
Carol Hill. Williamsburg. She is 
a student of Donald Henrickson. 
Thomas Rebilas, New Carlisle, 
Ohio, won first place in Ihe 
senior men's division. He is also 
a student of Dr. Henrickson. 
Matthew Swyers, Hopkin- 
sville, was first place winner in 
Ihe sophomore men's division. 
He is a student of Joan-Lorna 
Bonnemann. Karen Roberson, 
213 Amboy Drive, Louisville, 
won second place in the 
sophomore women's division. 
She is also a student of Mrs. 
Bonnemann. 
PIZZA 
Now Opon 
In Now Location 
205   GERI LANE 
(Hat-Tan Optical, 9NC 
m 
Children Under 12     501 Adults     751 
Announces its Great NEW 
Tuesday Nite Special    4:00 till 8:00 
Any     13"  Single Top Pizza     $1.99 
Any     15"   Single Top Pizza     $2.99 
This Coupon Entities you 
to This Great Special 
i 
i 
i 
x. 
Tuesday   Nite 
Special 4 til 8 o'clock 
■ 
. * 
SQUKKftE Now thru Finals 
ALL ALBUMS & TAPES 
1 .«o off    list price THE 
4*001) And FREE Imprinting on 
TMIBS All Swe^irts & TShi.;» 
—   **•       Wallace's Book Store 
Store  Hour» 
Mon -Fri    9       7 00 
Sat/*10       6 00 »yiO • : 
*     292 South Second Street 
One  Block off Campus 
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Rod   'n reel  rendevous 
County offers choice fishing 
BV Hll.l. THOMPSON 
Staff Writer 
After being cooped up all 
winter the first warm days of 
spring are really a blessing 
While everyone gets a touch of 
spring fever, a lot get  fishing 
fever So «uh rod in hand, they 
volley forth in search of a place 
to  fish    but  are  immediately 
confronted   with   a   dilemma 
Where are the good spots" 
Within an hours  drive   from 
Eastern   there   are   numerous 
j 
kUNDRY A DRY CLEANING] 
SAVE M perc«t m MORE 
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING 
It lb. for 12.M 
IK mr aew tte« m cabinet 
FREE 
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY 
Buy at 
THE GIFT  BOX 
FOR  ALL  your 
graduation gifts 
Zippo  lighters 
Walltts 
Figurines 
Muiic   Boies 
Gilt   Bibles 
THE GIFT BOX 
University  Shopping  Canter 
MS   10 10     S   1  10 
good spots to drown a worm 
W illgreen Lake, a 200 acre lake 
located about 10 miles from 
Eastern off Curtis Pike, is 
probably the best bet for 
evening fishing The city 
reservoir. Lake Reba. is located 
on Ky 52. and Hanger Lake, 
located oft I S J21-25 north at 
Arlington, are two additional 
lakes in the area However, at 
Hanger Lake it is necessary for 
the fisherman to be a member 
of the Fish and Game Club or be 
a faculty member at Eastern in 
order to fish On the Blue Grass 
Army Reservation located on 
421-25 south about three miles 
from Richmond there are a 
couple ol small lakes for fishing 
but it is necessary for the 
lisherman to be a guest of an 
employee in order to fish them 
Also located in Madison 
County . are many streams from 
which trophy sized fish have 
been taken The Kentucky 
River, which forms the nor- 
thern boundry of the county is 
best fished at the Clays Ferry 
exit and BoonesboVo exit off 
Interstate 75, about thirty 
minutes drive from Eastern 
Silver Creek on the Barnes Mill 
Road and Otter Creek on the 
Red HouseRoadare two smaller 
streams that offer a fisherman 
a variety of quarry such as 
bass, crappie, and rough fish 
such as catfish and carp. 
Like everything else, if you 
are over 16, you have to have a 
license to fish. For a resident it 
costs $5.00 for a year. For non- 
residents, $3.00 for a three dav 
~**M T 
MAI N 623- 1 505 NOW SHOWING! 
Weekdays.7:30 - 9:20 
Weekends:  2:25 - 4:10 - 5:50 - 7:30    - 9:20 
from tii|jpwim*mm>mmjm - wWP SINGS R*» 
ftA/WSmiS'si^aEMHlllilt KHWlttR SIIHTONS DAVIDHUOLXESTON MJKENMSSIMK1T.JR 
feu^NEl BROOKS HARVIY K0RWN »> IU|EL-ME MHN w*h MEL BROOKS NORMAN STEINBERG ANDREW 
BERGMAN RICHARDPf^OR AlANUGER .^ANDREW BERGMAN AxurityMICHAUHERlZBtRG 3MC»IIEI BROOKS 
TECHNICOLOR"   IK! HStllCJIi   •Of" I   from «».<>•< •>M^J»W..n«Co<»m«»c«K>«.. Corner 
race correct 
One cup it's the least we can do during exams from 
(date)       through      (date) Just bring this ad 
to your friendly, sympathetic McDonald's m 
•Ail's. 
as 
CasUra ly-Pass 
. -• **- 
Its   the  least we can do during exams 
Sunday May 5   - Friday  May   10. 
Open to 12:00 am  '  During  Finals Week 
permit S4 00 lor a 15 day per- 
mit, and S10.00 for a non- 
resident state wide. 
B> far. the most popular way 
If fishing is by using rods and 
reels Variations orj this theme 
have been used ever since man 
began fishing Live baits such 
as worms, minnows and 
crickets are generally used. 
Ultralight tackle can make for a 
thrilling fight with even small 
fish and make a trip more en- 
joyable 
The the particularly lazy 
fisherman who likes someone 
else to do all the work, like the 
fish* might try trotline fishing 
While this might seem like dirty 
pool, many whoppers have been 
caught this way and 
professional fisherman swear 
by it. The trot line consists of a 
heavy line run across a narrow- 
neck of water or across a river 
with up to 50 hooks on smaller 
^tines about three feet long at- 
tached to the main line. By 
using several types of bait, a 
fisherman can determine what 
the fish are biting best. Using a 
boat, the line is checked 
periodically and fish thatwere 
caught are removed and the 
hooks rebaited. 
If wet feet turn you on. try 
gigging or spearing the fish. At 
night, a fisherman locates fish 
in narrow, swift water with a 
powerful light. During this time 
the fish are shoaling or nesting 
and don't frighten easily, 
anyhow, the gig has several 
points, which lessen the chances 
of a miss. 
Kentucky is second only to A 
laskain open water. With a good 
deal of it here in Madison 
County and near Eastern, it 
provides a get-away-from-it-all 
atmosphere and il an exciting 
experience. 
Several "wild river' canoeists make some 'white water' them- 
selves as they become entangled in a canoe jam. Though there 
were no sizable rapids on this section of the Rockcastle River, a 
few of the Keene Hall residents and their guests found out how 
wet even relatively calm water is by turning their own and 
their companions' canoes over. Their 10-mile trip downstream 
lasted about four and a half hours, taking them through unde- 
veloped aveas in te Daniel Boone National Forest. 
Keene Hall sponsors canoeing trip 
BYJl'LIEIIOYT 
Staff Writer 
The House Council of Keene 
Hall sponsored a canoeing trip 
Saturday, April 20. Embarking 
at London, Kentucky, 27 
Eastern students journeyed 
down the Rockcastle River in 
13 canoes. The trip lasted 
for about four and a half hours 
and covered a distance of 
around ten miles. 
THORNBERRY'S 
SUPER VALUE 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
7  DAYS  A WEEK! 
ON PREMISE BAKERY 
ALSO OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
RICHMOND PLAZA SH0PPIN6 CENTER 
Some  that   went   along   had 
never     been     in     a     canoe 
before.while   others   were 
veterans at the sport. 
Except for a few mild rapids, 
there were no major hazards 
along the route that the group 
took. "The trip we took was 
fairly tame water." John 
Cleveland.' director at Keene 
Hall commented,"They have 
other trips on the lower part of 
the river that are more ex- 
citing... You have to know what 
you're doing down there." 
Cleveland, who went along 
with the students, went on to 
state that no great mishaps 
occured on the trip, "although 
some students managed to 
capsize, anyway." 
"I think the best part of the 
thing was everyone getting 
dunked." Susan Marzolf, a 
freshman and beginning 
canoeist stated. "What was so 
funny, all we took with us was a 
pack of Lifesavers and three 
bandaids. I can't swim." 
"Everyone else had back 
packs " added Paula Cornlius, 
also a Freshman. "I love it." 
Others who went along seem 
to share Paula's opinion. 
"Nobody has talked about it. 
but it's one of the best things 
we've done." 
Ed Yates. a Keene Hall 
resident, rated the trip the 
group took as a mild and safe 
route for beginners who know 
little about how to work a canoe. 
"There wasn't any white 
water." Located forty-five 
miles south of Eastern, the trip 
began on the portion of Rock- 
castle River underneath the 1-75 
Interstate bridge and ended at a 
point where the river intersects 
Kentucky 80 
The   Rockcastle   River   is 
relatively   free  of   man-made 
production. Possibly this is d 
to the fact that the river 
designated as "wild". "This 
means that there can be no 
construction within site of the 
river," Sam Begley. a Eastern 
Freshman and London resident 
explained. Begley followed the 
group by car on a road 
alongside the river to take 
pictures. 
Although nothing is definite 
Cleveland thinks lhat there is a 
possibility of Keene Hall's 
house council planning another 
trip for next year. 
Eastern purchases farm 
BY TIM JONES 
Staff Writer 
The development of a 
university-owned field 
laboratory is now taking place 
as a result of the acquisition of 
May Woods, a large tract of 
land in Garrard and Rockcastle 
Counties. The university had 
been looking for property of 
some size for this project since 
1971. and finalized the deal on 
January 17. 1973. The area 
covers 1728 acres, and was 
bought   through   the   stale   for 
$100,000. 
May Woods  is original hilly 
V knobland with less than 40 acr suitable for agriculture. Sm«^ 
grain has been planted by the 
biology department in these 
areas to serve as feed patches 
for birds. The Kentucky High- 
way Department is in the 
process of constucting a bridfl 
over Fall Lick Creek to lea) 
directly to the property, and the 
State Department of Fish and 
Wildlife is surveying the area 
and preparing to construct a 
lake. Elementary facilitieswil] 
be added to make the program 
practicable for student use, 
with possible lodging and food 
service available in the future. 
2 COtmmiNT LOCATIONS: 
h\AIH STRUT     and   WATER STRUT 
Portfolio  contest   ' 
winners announced 
Winners in portfolio com- 
petition sponsored by Eastern 
Kentucky University student 
interior design organizations 
were announced at a recent 
symposium on art, architecture 
and design on the campus. 
The winners are Cathryn Ann 
Carman, Russell. Ky., first 
place; Mrs. Lynn Hoback, 
Richmond, second, and Gloria 
Jill Votaw, Harrodsburg, third. 
They arc students in EKU's 
interior design program. The 
first place portfolio is eligible 
for national competition. 
Special recognition was 
awarded to Donna Daugherty, 
Falmouth. and Robert A. 
Clevenger, Grayson. 
Donald L. Gates, faculty 
advisor     to     the     student 
tew 
s Of 
Gift Suggestions 
for 
The Graduate 
Slits 
Sport Coats 
Shoes 
Shirts 
Slacks 
Jackets   . 
*es 
Belts 
Garland £**** 
Mens Wear 
117 E. Main St. 
CAMPUS-CINEMAS 
1  &2 
organizations presented lette 
of recognition to seniors for i 
renovation through graphic I 
an old school building in Rich- 
mond into an additional com- 
plex for the Telford Community 
Center. 
A highlight of the symposium 
was an address by Richard 
Jones, Des Moines, president of 
the National Society of Interior 
Designers and an editor M 
Better Homes and Gardens. $ 
The organizations which 
sponsored the symposium on 
art. architecture, and design, 
with emphasis on Kentucky 
historical restorations, are the 
Inteior Design Club and the 
EKU chapters of the NSID and 
the American Institute of 
Interior Designers. 
f University Shopping C«nt«r-62 J 05S8 f.a»t«rn Byp«*( « L»oc»»t»f. Richmond  Ky 
STARTING 
TODAY! 
loorman $ 
splendid visual 
gifts are the work 
of a film maker who is 
rather a wizard himself. 
—,. .,   T!M| MAGA2INC 
Wat la ching Zardoz 
is like negotiating a 
minefield of surprises 
A rich, exiting him 
,   -Jt"l 0»!f   ■•€* »0»« D»'l» Nf *S 
•9.0 film since 
Kubrick s Space Odyssey 
has used such a blazing 
displaV** KJft/.ygraphic 
-ir-£A<.'.     ~*ggesta 
time bevond tomorrow 
,- ;-. »f« -■   • 
A JOHN DOORMAN FILM 
k SEANC 
NOW 
SHOWING 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER! 
JT BEST ACTOR ■3 OF THE YEAR- , 
JACK LEMMON < 
7:35 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION 
and F1LMWAYS. INC present 
JAO<LEMMCN 
• A MARTIN RANbOHOfT PrxJuctxjn 
'SAVE THE TIGER' 
co starring JACK GILFORD   i ■ - 
ACADEMY"*WARD WINNER 
BEST SUPPORTING 
'*■■*' "'"■•■ M£*KKS5- 
TATUM O'NEAL       .   C 
Comp«.y pxxnli ■ YAH "4» IMAB 
A PITH ■•CBAH+TICII 
— 
CHARLOTTE RA.-PLING 
v   • 
9:20 
IL L i I 
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HAVEN'T  YA 
HEARD... 
Students' ARE SELLING 
THEIR TEXTBOOKS 
AT 
WALLACE'S 
BOOK STORE 
and getting   a coupon for admission to 
..,. i 
the Campus   Cinemas I &II 
■ •.     • ■ 
m 
Wallace's   guarantees INSTANT CASH on 
ALL your textbooks!   ! 
CAMPUS-CINEMAS 
1  &2 
Unlvartily Shopping C.»l.r     ID05II 
I»»itin *ypMt »« ».»»«••»•»• "•chmond K» \ 
Wallace's in co-operation with  the Campus   Cinemas   I &   II 
* 
will offer a two- for - one coupon when textbooks are sold 
at   Wallace's Book Store.    That's right good   for admission 
at the Campus Cinemas I & II.        So, Sell your textbooks 
v 
then   take   a date to   the Cinemas, for the price of   one. 
Coupons will be   available only May 4th   thru May 10th. 
V  ~ -^ 
ANOTHER FIRST from Wallace's 
Higher Education With a Lower Cost. 
.*        ** 
....7- -   • - .■*•.-.•      i 
ok Store 
292 South Sceond ST   St. 
one block   off campus 
-:**, 
* 
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SPORTS 
DOAAJFAT 
■V MT WILSON SPORTS EDITOR 
The last hurrah 
There comes a time in each school year hat there 
is a last issue of the Progress, therefore a last 
column. Hurrah, you shout! Since this is my last 
columnof the year, would like to dedicate it to all the 
people that assisted in helping the sports section of 
this newspaper. 
There are five people who conribued tremen- 
dously each week. Bill Stapleton, Ken Palen, 
Patricia Wilder and Sam White are all students who 
worked hard and turned in their assignments each 
week. Another contributor is Karl Park, Sports 
Information Director who wrote countless releases, 
helped with picture selection and contributed his 
professional thoughts and advice. 
Bill Stapleton is one I would particularly wish to 
thank. Bill wrote cross country and football in the 
fall, covered swimming in the winter and track this 
spring. Bill is a senior and is spending his last year 
with the Progress. He has written for three years 
and is probably the most dependable writer the 
'sports department of the Progress has ever had. 
Ken Palen is a right-hand man if there ever was 
one. I could not count the things he has done this 
year to help improve this department. Ken served 
as a fall and spring baseball writer and wrote 
basketball. He also wrote many last minute articles 
that were essential. Ken helped with layout and 
design. He also served on the EKU stats crew in 
football, basketball and baseball. 
In the past, intramurals and women's sports have 
been notoriously neglected. This year, due to the 
work of Sam White (intramurals) and Patricia 
Wilder (women's sports) they have been covered 
extremely well. 
There are other sports wirter who contribued 
largely to us this year. George Levine, soccer; 
Steve Rubin, tennis and volleyball; Mary Ellen 
Hume, rifle; Dr. Gerald Calkin, gymnastics; Rob 
Donohoe, football and stats and Ron Volmering, 
bowling; all sacrificed time to help cover their 
respective sports. 
There are others on the staff of the Progress I 
would like to thank. Thanks to Fawn Conley, editor 
who put up with me early in the year and let me 
dictate my methods, Ken Gullette, managing editor 
for production, who cooperates immensely with my 
suggestions and  requests.     Lisa  Collins,  feature 
(Continued to Page Nine) 
BUCCANEER     THEN M. sat 
DRIVE IN   THEATER 
5 3   NOW 
WE'Z BACK n 
dere's gonna be 
»dis BUMBLE! 
COOS' 
las. ^A 
LIMIT ONE BIKINI CLAD GIRL PER  CAR 
SUNDAY 3 DAYS ONLY 
EKU Invitational tonight 
Tracksters impressive 
at Ball State Relays 
BV BILLSTAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
Easterns track and field 
team competed in the Ball State 
Relay last weekend, and 
although no official team 
results were recorded, unof- 
ficial results tabbed the 
Colonels as the winner. 24 teams 
competed in the meet. 
•We ran well, said Coach 
Art Harvey "And we were 
especially pleased with the 
performance of our relays " 
One of Eastern's relays, the 
distance medley, finished first 
while two others were close 
seconds. 
The distance medley was 
composed of Lee Gordon <880). 
Bryan Robinson (4401, Bob 
Moffett (1,320). and Jerry 
Young (milei The Colonels 
won by over 100 yards. 
The sprint medley finished a 
close second to Purdue and was 
composed of Tyronne Harbut 
(220i, Joe Wiggins (220). Dennis 
Donahue (4401. and Tommy 
Smith (880). "Tommy is doing a 
great job for us," continued 
Harvey. "He went out a little 
too fast on his leg of the relay, 
but  he's a  freshman and still 
learning   We expect big things 
(rm him in the future." 
The other second place relay, 
the mile relay, was composed of 
Donahue. Wiggens. Robinson, 
and Harbut Harbut s SDlit for 
his 440 was 47 5 "Tyrone looks 
strong at this point " Harvey 
commented 
An individual winner was 
freshman javelin thrower 
Frank Powers, who hurled the 
javelin 218 feet. 11 inches into a 
strong wind 
Other placers for Eastern 
included Steve Seiss. who 
finished third in the in 
lermediate hurdles and sixth in 
the 120 high hurdles. In the 
highs his time was 14.7 a 
season's best Dan Matousch, a 
freshman, ran fourth in the 
mile, while senior Dan Watson 
was second in the pole vault 
with a jump of 15 feet, one inch. 
Tony DeCandiawas seventh in 
the shot put with a throw of 50 
feet, one inch. 
The high jumpers, according 
to Harvey, looked good also. 
Steve  Flint   and  Jeff  Howard 
soared 6-6 while Jerry  House 
jumped 6-4. 
"Overall, we looked good," 
said Harvey. "We competed to 
uin and not just to participate." 
Today, Eastern isjiosting the 
EKU Invitational* Par- 
ticipating teams include 
Louisville. Morebead. Cum- 
berland College. Cincinnati and 
Kentucky State. 
Schedule 
of events 
The schedule of events is: 
5:15 120 High Hurdles (trials) 
5:30 100 yard dash 
5:40 220 yard dash 
6:40 Steeplechase 
7:00 440 relay 
7:10 Mile 
7:20 120 High Hurdles (finals) 
7:30 440 (sections) 
7:50 100 yard dash (finals I 
8:00 880 yard run 
8:10 440 Intermediate Hurdles 
8:30 220 yard dash finals 
8:40 Three Mile Run 
9:00 Faculty Run 
9:10 Mile Relay* 
*——«l H"""" 
Rick Y«l P»oto 
EASTERN MAROON golfer, Randy 
Riegler, blasts out of the sand trap on the 
par 5, eleventh hole at Arlington. The 
Eastern Maroons came in first with Dan 
Bogden leading the way with a three under 
par score of 141. The Eastern whites came in 
sixth. 
Pitching propels Colonels past 
Berea and Kentucky State 
Colonels land twofromDC 
Tywne "'Too Small'' Jones, a 
5-9. 165-pound guard from 
Washington DCs Eastern 
High School, has signed a* 
national letter-of intent with the 
Eastern Kentucky University 
basketball team. 
"With Tyrone, we will 
definitely go to a point-guard 
offense said Eastern head 
coach Bob Mulcahy "He 
should be one of the best since 
he does not have a flaw in his 
ganic despite his size. Tyrone 
should be a very exciting player 
for our fans to watch." 
Jones was an all-conference 
player his junior and senior 
year and was an all- 
metropolitan selection on the 
Washington        Post and 
Washington Star News squads 
last season. Leading coach A.B 
Williamson's Eastern High 
leant to a 28 2 record and the 
city championship. he averaged 
17 points per game and led the 
team m insists 
"Tyrone is one of the sleepers 
in the country among point 
guards." said Williamson "He 
is a fine young man and will be 
0IM of the biggest little guys in 
the game He handles man-to 
man pressure well and has 
great range in his jumper." 
HewasaD.C All Star forthe 
Capilol Classic and led the 
Washington. DC squad lo the 
championship of  the "shootout 
tournament" involving teams 
fro New York, New Jersey and 
Connecticut He scored 28points 
against Newark, N.J., in 
opening round action and came 
back lo pump in If! in the 120-112 
win over New York City in the 
championship game. 
"Tyrone is a genuine leader 
and has the potential to be a 
fine-point guard in the OVC," 
said EKU assistant Ed Byhre 
who helped recruit Jones. 
"Upon meeting him, one is 
concerned about his size but 
after watching him play all 
concerns disappear." 
A Special Mention All- 
American selection in Street 
andSmith'sKasketball Journal. 
Jones is a leammate of MVi 
MikeOiverwho has also signed 
with the EKU Colonels. 
He was a regular his junior 
season and averaged 15 points 
and 15 rebounds per game this 
past season for coach A.B. 
Williamson at Eastern. He was 
all-conference and all- 
metropolitan last season and 
participated in the McDonald's 
East-West All-Star Game in 
Washington. 
"Mike improved more than 
any player we had last year and 
was our best defensive player," 
said Williamson. "He has an 
accurate jump shot, is an 
excellent rebounder and will fit 
into the running game well. He 
has very good speed and has run 
a 4.8 40-yard dash." 
In a "shootout tournament" 
last weekend involving four of 
the top high schools in the East 
(squads representing New 
York City, New Haven, Conn., 
and Newark, N.J.), Oliver 
paced Eastern High to a 120-112 
(Continued to Page Nine) 
BY KEN PALEN 
Staff Writer 
Three strong pitching 
performances powered 
Jack Hissom's baseballforcesto 
a single game victory over 
Kentucky State and a 
doubleheader sweep over Berea 
inlastweek's baseball action. 
Howie Roesch threw a nine 
inning shut-out against Ken- 
tucky State as the Colonels 
coasted to a 5-0 win. Terry 
Wagner provided all the of- 
fensive punch necessary with a 
two-run homerun in the second 
inning with Jay Buff in on base 
to gave Eastern a 2-0 lead. 
The Colonels tallied single 
runs in the third, seventh, and 
eighth innings to provide the 
final margin of 5-0. 
Roesch scattered nine hits 
during the course of the game 
and picked up two strikeous in 
route to the victory. 
Pete Dimas hurled a three 
run, four hit performance as 
Eastern bested Berea College in 
the first game of a twin-bill 5-3. 
Dimas struck out seven in route 
to the complete game victory. 
With Berea leading 2-1 in the 
fifth inning, the Colonels rallied 
to   plate   four   runs,   three   of 
which game on a bases loaded 
double by Gary Williams. 
Williams. John Revere, Ray 
Spenilla and Donnie Williams 
collected two hits a piece in the 
winning effort. 
In the night-cap Denny 
Barbour shut-out Berea on just 
five hits as Eastern coasted to a 
7-0 win. 
Again thefifthproved to be the 
Colonels best offensive inning 
as they scored four runs on five 
hits. Gary Strowig, John 
Revere. Donnie Williams, and 
Ray Spenilla each collected a 
RBI in the frame. 
In his outing Barbour became 
the third consecutive Colonel 
pitcher to register a complete 
game. Barbour struck out 6 
batters on his way to the victory 
over Berea. 
Eastern's spring record 
presently stands at 12-12. 
Rick Yth Ptwto 
McCarthy, Hardin named Captains     - 
Gridders conclude Spring drills 
BY ROB DUNOIIOK 
Staff Writer 
Eastern Kentucky's football 
team ended their spring 
practk'eafter seventeen daysof 
hard work. Coach Roy Kidd 
w as pleased with the good job 
that    the    two   new    assistant 
See Me' m action 
The World's Most 
Beautiful Woman 
L1Z'J[ENAY 
Tomtet 
IJLoiTeYou 
DOUBLE  INVITATION 
<A<SHkS 
T 
ALL FOOD 
HOMEMADE 
NEW   HOURS 
Sun  4 12 
Mon-Thur 
llam 12m.dmiht 
Fri   !   Sat 
9 
coaches have done so far this 
year. 
The two new coaches are Mel 
Foels, defensive line, and Joe 
Kinnan, coach of the offensive 
line. Both have brought in many 
new ideas, which should help 
the team next year in the OVC 
race. 
This spring there has been 
good improvement in the 
defensive line. Il has good 
quickness and speed along with 
needed experience. There is a 
letterman in each position and 
even lettermen backing them 
up. 
The bfc question lies in the 
offensive backfidd The three 
regular quarterbacks saw no 
action  this spring, and it will 
depend on how they heal over 
the summer who will start next 
fall. Mark Diangelo has filled 
the position this spring and has 
done a great job according to 
Kidd 
Last week the captains were 
elected forthe football Colonels 
The offensive captain is Jeff 
McCarthy, the starting quar- 
terback last year, the alternate 
is offensive lineman John 
Rogers. Junior Hardin was 
elected defensive captain with 
Stan Roberts, a linebacker, as 
the alternate. 
The running backs this year 
have seen very littleaction. But 
Coach Kidd feels that they will 
come around by next fall to do 
the job. 
TENNESSEE TECH golfer, Terry Kegley drops in a medium 
range put on the seventh hole in the recent EKU Invitational held 
at Arlington. Tech finished third with Eastern's maroon team 
coming out on top. 
Maroons take EKU 
Invitational tourney 
Dan Bogdan's three-under 
par 36-hole total of 141 lifted the 
Eastern Maroon team to a 14- 
(stroke victory in the third 
annual EKU Spring Invitaional 
Golf Tournament held last 
weekend at the Arlington Golf 
Course. 
Bogdan posted rounds of 70-71 
to take medalist honors. 
Eastern's Maroon team 
totaled 734, followed by Austin 
Peay at 748 and Tennessee Tech 
at 758. Other team scores in- 
cluded Morehead, 764; 
Louisville. 767; EKU White. 
768; E Indiana State. 769; 
Western Kentucky, 772, Cin- 
cinnati, 774; and Kentucky 
W'esleyan, 886. 
Two Famous Homtmadt Ka^ 
Andys Thanks All   Who Have HELPED 
Make This Another Enjoyable Year 
Serving   The EKU Community. 
1 
Graduating Students: Came back and 
visit ns whenever yon return 
to your Alma Mater. 
THANKS AND HAVE A GREAT VACATIONl 
ANDY'S 
CAtSAft 
dough *"<» UvCf   **.nn*r 
0*1*1. »o' *»ose **o '-ke >l , 
SICILIAN  SnMfcuV?  - 
P'ffJ mj<J» wtth homemiftp 
Oovg* am Muct, tor trtow 
*ho t«M -*uC* more' ■ 
W£ DELIVER 
6237141 
PALACE 
623-5400 
Eastern's Kevin Schuck and 
Morehead's Ed Mudd tied for 
second with 145 scores, while 
the Colonels' Roc Irey was 
fourth with a 146. 
"We had a real good tour- 
nament with several of our 
golfers posting good scores,,' 
said EKU golf coach Glenn 
Presnell. 
Randy Riegler and Dave 
Ryan collected 149's for the 
EKU Maroon team, while Bob 
Holloway finished with a 150 
and Dan Nicolet had a 152. 
Eastern White Scores showed 
Bob Salera and Da vid Andrews, 
151; Joe lovine, 160; Bob 
Colacella. 162; and Da vid Shew. 
167. 
Eastern finished the season 
with a 7-2 dual meet season 
record and will now prepare for 
the Ohio Valley Conference 
Spring Sports Championship lo 
be held at Murray State 
University. May 16-18. 
OVC to hold 
annual cage 
tournament 
The Ohio Valley Conference 
has decided to go to a different 
format for the upcoming 
basketball seasons. The OVC 
voted to have a four-team 
tournament at the end of each 
season with the first-place team 
in the league standings playing 
the fourth place club 
Second and third will also 
meet with the winners playing 
and the tourney winner will 
represent the conference in the 
NCAA tourney. A site for the 
OVC —-.-.«> »r„ be »""ied 
later Nashvilh.- is the main 
consideration now. 
Eastern's coach. - Bob. . 
Mul-*v>. -----;"■ „,,...-.-.. ./ 
on this new innovation. Were 
pleased because with our 
recruiting being the caliber it 
has been, our freshmen will be 
seasoned near Ihe end of the 
regular season enough that it 
might give us a very good shot 
at a post-season tournament." 
¥ 
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Jim Shepherd I 
(top) A Michigan State spsprinter hits the 
finish line first in the Becky Boone Relays 
held at Eastern last Saturday. Michigan 
State finished firts in the track meet that had 
over 20 teams from nine state represented. 
Eastern did not fare so well, with only one 
girl scoring any points, (bottom) A 
University of Tennessee girl clears the high 
jump bar with room to spare. 
Jim Shepherd Photo 
Colonels 
(Continued  from  Page  Eight) 
victory in the championship 
game against New York City. 
He scored 16 points and, at one 
point, pulled down seven con- 
secutive defensive rebounds 
against New York City_. 
EKU assistant coach Ed 
Byhre, who recruited Oliver, 
commented "Mike has the 
ability to develop into a top- 
flight forward. He has excellent 
speed, a fine shooting touch, 
jumps well and has the desire 
needed to become a fine college 
player." 
"We are very pleased that 
Mike will be playing for us the 
next four years," said Eastern 
head coach Bob Mulcahy. "We 
believe he will be able to step in 
and play immediately and 
should develop into a very 
outstanding player." 
Oliver joins Darryl Davis and 
Darryl Ynung of Watkins Glen, 
NY., and Bill Dwane of 
Louisville Ballard as Eastern 
iignees for the coming season. 
MSU triumphs 
M chigan State University 
tr.umphed over 19 other 
collegiate women's track teams 
in the third annual Becky Boone 
Relays held at Eastern 
Scoring 63 points, Michigan 
placed ahead of Illinois State 
(55), University of Illinois 
(514), Tennessee State (49'2) 
and Chicago State (47). 
Host EKU placed 16th with 
only six points. Eastern's 
Marcia Mueller took third in the 
discus throw. 
Chicago State's Veronica 
Harris set two records—one in 
the 100 and onein the 220-yard 
dash.   
Hurrah 
(Continued from  Page  Eight) 
editor, came through with much good feature 
material for the sports section this year, and she 
didn't have to sacrifice any of her time for that 
purpose. 
Another group of people who made the scenery in 
the sports department are Larry Bailey, the 
university photographer and his staff of tremendous 
photographers. They always gave me what I wanted 
and put up with me, so they deserve the Progress, 
"Sports Editor Tolerance" Award. 
Last and probably most important, thanks goes to 
all the athletes and coaches on this campus who 
make all sport coverage a privilege to cover. This 
year as sports editor of the Progress has been a 
delightful and rewarding experience because of the 
help and time contributed by both the athletes and 
the coaches. * 
Lonely victor 
Freshman, Joe Shaheen, powers a serve to his opponent in a 
recent EKU tennis match. Last Saturday, Shaheen was the only 
Eastern netter to emerge victorious in a tennis match with 
powerful Cincinnati. The Colonels dropped the match 8-1. 
The Intramural Scene 
BY SAM WHITE 
Stafr Writer 
With softball and soccer still 
rambling through the in- 
tramural range, the in- 
dependent team all trophy point 
prize    is    up    for    grabs. 
Currently, the ODT's top the 
independent circuit with 1,442 
Bowlers win 
Xavier tourney 
with come from 
behind style 
BY RON VOLMERING 
Statr Writer 
Last Saturday the Eastern 
Kentucky Bowling Club 
traveled to Cincinnati for the 
Xavieij University invitational 
bowling lournament. After 
fulling behind by 72 pins after 
two games, the team rallied in 
the lasl game to shoot a 972 
learn scries and sneak past 
Capital university from Ohio by 
3 pins to win first place. Capital 
from Columbus was second and 
host Xavier University was 
third. 
Knlcring the third game. 
Eastern had their back lo the 
wall. They still had a chance of 
catching capital but they 
dcfinilly had to roll a good game 
to stay in second. Eastern 
outdid themselves though as 
parks rolled a 224. Sithi 
Assanavat shot a 198. 
Volim-ring hit for a 192. Hartley 
'nlnlrd a 190. and Mike McPeek 
In that last game, it 
was Eastern s strong start and 
fiinish that provided the win. 
EKU quickly picked up three 
marks or thirty pins in the first 
throe frames, but then capital 
set I led down and bowled on 
even terms with EKU until 
Eastern came to their eighth 
frame. 
Here. Eastern   made 
(heir stretch run. Eastern had 
only two opens the rest of the 
way. a chop of the WO and a 
blow of the seven pin. This was 
easily made up though as 
Eastern tacked a few doubles 
and turkeys together But the 
whole tournament wasn't 
decided until the last frame of 
the lasl man for both teams 
Capital's Anchorman went first 
and failed to get a strike He did 
however spare and thus forced 
Volmenng of Eastern to mark. 
Volmering then struck but (he 
match was not yet over. If 
capitals last man would strike, 
it would force Volmering to 
double in order lo win. 
points, and Grog with 1,424 
points. The final tally will 
depend virtually on the com- 
pletion of these two activities. 
Pi Kappa Alpha has presently 
amassed 2,147 points to lead the 
fraternity division. Sigma Chi 
holds second, trailing with 1,235 
markers. 
Last Monday's intramural 
track meet championship saw 
Pi Kappa Alpha emerge as a 
decisive    winner. Delta 
Upsilon's squad finished 
second, and Phi Delta Theta 
claimed        third        place. 
Soccer took the plunge into 
the playoff pool this week. Four 
independent teams and four 
fraternity clubs were involved 
in the competition. These in- 
cluded: OKNY (undefeated); 
ODT; Grog; UHFH; Sigma Nu 
(undefeated!)' Delta Upsilon'; 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Beta 
Theta Pi . 
Women's I  M 
The softball tournament for 
women continues this week. 
Teams currently participating 
include the Buckeyes, Jolley 
Volleys, Not Much,, Volley 
Bailers, Burnam Boozers and 
POW. 
The recent William Tell Apple 
Shoot (archery) produced these 
winners: Green Class: Pat 
Wilder; Joyce Kalmey; Yellow 
Class: Cathc Brumbaugh, Teri 
Applegate i id the Red Class: 
Georgia Lynch and Linda 
Small. 
Not sparing another moment 
the IM Bowling Tourney is also 
underway. Phi Delta Theta, 
UHFH, the Streakers and the 
Ohio Express are the con- 
tenders. 
A pocket size calendar of IM 
events scheduled for the 1974-75 
season will be available for all 
students beginning tomorrow or 
early next week. These 
schedules may be picked up in 
Begley       212       or        213. 
Happy Meadow 
Natural Foods Market 
Open 9-6 Daily except Thursday and Sunday 
We have nuts, dried fruits, juices, 
Granola, vitamins, books, Dannon Yogurt 38' 
and  much  more. 
Come see us at U.S. 25 
North of Berea 
call 
986-3456 
. 
TURPIN'S 
BICYCLE 
WORLD. 
"Dealers in wheelers" 
Raleigh,     Peugeot, Vista, 
Nishiki,     Azuki,  Concord, 
Campagnolo and     Suntour 
SERVICE FOR ALU BIKES 
Our Service Is Best 
623-7214 Porter Drive 
Cbmp/tft Oprfco/S^k. 
to Gmrroi Kentucky 
Sine* 1923 
Our 
ftfl* 
Old First Federal Building 
Wtst Mam Street 
Richmond. Kentucky 
Dial 623-5098 
WALLACE'S 
ft«e 
- A spare wouln^pnlv pre" *• • 
ti# and result Vi a lon-wi. 
Luckily (hough, capitals last* 
man- anly scored seven -on his 
■Ssl-Wall and ihaj- meant 
Eastern only needed seven pins 
lo win and lhai they did as 
volumenng managed nine It 
was a total team effort as parks 
captured learn honors with a 
*25. Volmering had a 590. and 
he was closely followed by the 
rest of the team 
We Guarantee  TOP CASH on 'Textbooks, 
The only "DRIVE-IN" where 
you can sell your textbooks   j$ 
May 6 thru May 10 
9:00 - 5:00 
*». •»' 
:'   t_ 
' ^ . '    »-      ■■■■at, IV 
1    JUST^piND    &^^gf-      EASTERN BYPASS 
FREE COKES With Each Textbook Sold   Now 
Courtesy of Wallace's and   Cong John Silvers. 
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Students finish work, graduate May 12 
I UK  (.1: Mil   Vlh M IIOOI. 
specialist       in       Kducati'i 
William K  Clevenger 
Charles Robert Francis 
Margaret Britton Kolloff 
Alhc Baker .Martin 
Tod William Moon 
B Krnic Spalding 
Mastri  of   \i is in  l.iliualinn 
Linda Mane Abbott 
Frank 15 Abdoo 
Millie K Abner 
Bortoc Adkins 
Judiclh Ragland Adkins 
Sharon     llollida> Asbury 
I.edfordA Baird 
I'.mi liiikcr 
liradl'ird Roe Hallongcr 
Irene s Meeker 
Jacob William Heeler 
Mary Leo Heeler 
l.inda Kales Bcglcy 
Ralph David Bogle) 
Sydney .lane Hiddulph 
Sara Rowland Bicleckl 
Kli/ahelh l.ou Hlanchard 
Karhara Kenl Uogic 
Archara RiHinyaraksa 
l.arry Howman 
William Howard llrenda 
Millie LeeSheckler Brock 
ltctlyl.ee Rrodel 
Alice Darnell   Krnwn 
John William lluchanan 
Lawrence(J   Hum i. 
Janice Mane llurnell 
Janice I lisle Rush 
William (iMIilU Case 
JoKllen McCurry Caughcv 
Hetty Jane (a wood 
Marlono Chancy 
Kirk Lee Chiles 
l.yilii Mane Colcman 
Geneva Collins 
( eciliu Hi ewer ( onglcton 
(iloria McCaulcy Connallon 
Charles Marry Copp 
Sherrill li.iii;n Cornell 
Larry Kills Corum 
Jac(|Ui'lm HowmanCox 
Donna I'ltlman ('rail 
Charles II ( rolcy 
Linda Keller Curry 
Michael IJIUIS Danl 
Edward Kugciic Daughcrty 
John Arthur Dawson 
I lennis Marion Doan 
I (HI 1.1 hi Carl Dockcry 
Juiiii Nicholas Dnggcn<k>ri 
Teresa Ann Dougau 
.Miiiinclynn Marlin Kbcrt 
latin Irene Kdiiiondson 
Vviinne Kdwards 
Linda Van Oss Farmer 
Lynn Davis Karris 
Shirley Wails Kaulkner 
Judy K Adingtnn Kields 
(icialdinc I"   Flcckcnstcin 
Alice IJIIIISC Gahhard 
l.ydia Carol (iahharil 
Linda Sue Guincs 
Vicki Mane (i.uil 
Mary Cplon Garner 
Diana I'alncia Caulicr 
Nancy Shilliln Gentry 
Lnrie Lee Ginncula 
Wilson Daily Gross 
Totem* Hacker 
Clirisinc Decner Hall 
Clary i. Hall 
Joseph Mill I in II.null.in. Jr. 
Juililh I ■'Urn Harris 
De.in.i Randall lla/eluood 
Kh/ahclli Terry Hemming 
Judy lloi ne Hicks 
Dehora I.inn HiMivcr 
I'by Hi--Campbell Hughes 
Hull.ml I'.iul Hughe* 
Mary Catherine Hullon 
Charles William Jackson. Jr 
rl.ixlun McMiken Johnson 
K.II en Flood Johnson 
John Krankliu Jones 
Norm.in .1 Jones 
Martha Ann Jordan- 
Marie Frances Jump 
Kugciic James Kiiiucl/ 
l.orell.i Scull Krochlci 
Slephcn Fletcher Krneliler 
Frank liruve Ulll)!e 
Jerry IVwayuc Leach 
George Homy l.oimcmau 
Mareia A i.u> 
\.inc> /alia McCracken 
IVlHU'.ih .l.in  McDonald 
James Ra> McKinncx 
J.uii'i Darlene Markc) 
Holiloc Jean Marti 
Urenil.i Chism Maslrcan 
Jolinda Wood Mcnnc 
Sandra Kalhcrn Miller 
Kdward Louis Moiihciincr Jr 
Jackie Hale Moon 
I "nils Wy an Mimic 
Merle C.isada Mollc> 
ii.iry N    Xt'wiiuin 
Sharon Anderson Nicholas* 
Karhara Pierce Norlleel 
Barbara IVnninglon \orns 
Gloria Paige I Wo 
Janet s I'.uiiowc 
Suetli' Pallet son 
Helen Tudor Panic 
Hill Sides I Viet see 
Kit.i Khun I'htllips 
Kett> IVach Preston 
Trudy loll R.insdell 
Kmitia Delk Re.nils 
Sharon F.u met Recce 
Elizabeth    I.IIIC Kiggs 
T-rry   Kisncr 
Joh.' Anthony Kunati 
William Arthur Kos> III 
Kdward Lee Rudd 
lichccc.i June Hue 
Sar.i.l  R.iukinScott 
Mane Colcman Sears 
"'**..  ..i" . .i   .-eog'.cy 
Shirk*) kotfc.    : '?Xtpll . 
(ieupianna Sliruise 
Francis J Smith 
Mamie I .('. rttrm. ... '.. 
John Michael Siecner 
Belly Louise Stephens 
Lowell Kdwitt Stofnicni* 
\ irginia Lee ste|)liens 
Jacqueline Irene Stig.ill • 
Charles II. told Stiml 
I'rapapunSuuai 
Linda Sue Tahb 
John H Tharp 
Susan Claire I tier 
Ewlyn Carol Varney 
Belinda    r rade   Venancic 
Janna Partin vice 
'onnie Wade Waggener 
< onnit Newman Waters 
Norman Daniel Wathen 
Alice Elizabeth Way man 
Dons Walker Weathers 
Janet Sue W caver 
Leonard John Weber 
Kathv Lynn Weldon 
Penny Joyce Whiiaker 
Russell Franklin Wile) 
Manly n Skidmore W ilkerson 
Harhara Kaye W ilhams 
Way ne George Williams 
Hone Blake Wills 
Jim Wilson 
Tory Smith   Wilson 
Patricia Vngler V'easl 
Master ol   \iis 
William Douglas Adams 
John Lindsay Halts 
Paul Allison Biddle 
Anchalee Koonyawal 
Judy Helton Hrasheat 
Waldcmar   Dwighl    Brateher 
Ronald   Gerald   Brown 
Rulh   Whitcomb  Knuckles 
Sandra Marian Combs 
Bruce Lane Constantine 
Ralph Kdward Dennis 
Vicki Hyrum Dennis 
JohnC Erpelding 
Kenneth Neil Kreedman 
I .nun:. Intarakumnerd 
James Haxler Jacobs 
Richard Douglas Johnson 
Harry Jordan 
Leonard.Joe Keith 
Jane Rae Kelley 
fiilberl Richard Lelller 
('raid Ross Montgomery 
Darla Jean Moore 
Don Thomas Ramey 
Joan Kaye Robinson 
Rosalyn Kilenberg Rozen 
Sondra Cain Wilt 
Master ol Science 
Robert James Ackley 
Paul P. Andrews. Jr 
Richard Grant Backus 
James William ll.itls 
DuleR Berlelson 
Meredith Ann Blackwell 
Kcnnelh Blah* 
Melvin Karl Boyd. Jr 
LawrenceK. Hurgin 
.lumi's Monroe CamplH-ll 
I .ut her James Chancy 
Chariest; ('linger 
James Collins C'obb 
Catherine Barrel! Crian 
Norman    llarlev Crisp 
('hnslopher George Cross 
lairry Allen Dclph 
Robert Michael DePanlo 
Paul Louis Devouh 
Michael Hyde Dichl 
Tyson l.amai Kdalgo 
James Mdlon I- .mlk 
Jack.M  Filut 
Joseph K Fleury 
James I. (iedling 
Michael Selh Gruen 
Benjamin Richard Harbach 
Roherl James Hoi I 
Bryan K James 
Kvan Alan Jones 
John Kdmund lones 
Philip Norman   Kane 
Uiworcnco Wesley King 
I'ncholcc Kong I on 
Phyllis Kay Lonneman 
Vernon Kvan Lovcjo} 
William J   Lynch 
Joe A Lynn 
Thomas Ward McCami 
Wilson   Herbert    McComas 
Kolicrl (iurrell Mcl.cndon. Jr 
Kdward J   Mandl 
James R  Mann 
Samuel .ludsoo May 
Dennis Cordon Mills 
Kenneth Dale Morey 
Jeffrey K Morris 
Kdward .lospch Mullaney 
James Berwin Parham 
Francis Pry or Phillips 
John Howard Phillips II 
Gerald 1 .aw rence Pierce 
Sin had.i Prasert 
John E Bench 
James Ray Rholon 
linger Wayne Ko.uk 
David lilehardScall 
Peter Brian Schilling 
Thomas M Seoti 
Diwell Glenn Sli.uto.ui 
Kd«.ird Karl Sliupe 
.Limes Kenneth Siintb 
Kdward Glenn Stew an 
Fred ii Street 
Wichianchot Sukchotr.it 
John Paul Sura 
Ddie W .islungton 
l lulls Kellogg Watson. .It 
I awrence Christopher Wehct 
Thomas I.cc Wells 
Jerry Michael Wosle\ 
Jeanne While 
James Kdward W ilhams 
l!i*orge W illi.im Wolte 
J KlanerWolil 
Ming hThccl.i Wu 
Master   ul   llu»lne*ii 
VdniiniMralHNi 
John Charles Rimers 
\rtlnir Dudley C.issill 
Judy I and Murphy 
rteurpp l'a>id Pierce 
\ .mid.i K.itianai 
Michael I    I'kpe 
I rnul.i H.in-lj Whn.i 
Rohert I.ewi> William   Jr 
Maslei  al   Mo»ii   I diu.Uion 
John Kol'ci I P: c« 
KiySoko Vaai 
Mattel ut Publii 
\   il   m   i   n   i   ■   I   i    a   I   i   II  II 
Paul K Combs 
SiielVRoi 
Stuari Arimir Keagan 
Bavmond I.eland Sparnor 
Paul Sheppard -,-ansoury 
Andrew A  Zazopoulos 
< iil.l.Kt.K   OF    VRTS    Wl> 
M IK\J Ks 
Bachelor ol  Vrti 
Linda Lou Adams 
Kmma Jane Allen 
Thomas Garretl Alley. Jr 
Jane Royce Arnett 
Phyllis Ann Arnold 
Wallace II Arthur 
Janet Sue Aydt 
Gary Sew ell Bailey 
Barbara Alice Banzhal 
Bruce Jerome Barber 
Robert Wayne Baxter 
Martha Ann Bell 
RtAna Gnggs Bennett 
Bosena Bersaglia 
Thomas Denman Blair 
l.inda Sue Boatnght 
Rita Jeanne Boggess 
John A Bonnelt 
Jane Taylor Boster 
James Patrick Bourne 
Mary Catherine Brady- 
Tern Takacs Branson 
Kathleen M  Hraun 
Sylvester Reed Brown, Jr. 
Daniel Lewis Browning 
Janet Leigh Bullock 
Robert Jeffrey Burdge 
Roger Wayne Burke 
Jacquelyn Burleson 
Stephen Dale Burns 
Beverly DeLoia Bush 
Nancy Ackerman Bussell 
Dianne Million Cairns 
Mary Squires Caldw.ell 
Deborah Anne Campbe'l 
James Gilbert Carnahan 
Barry L. Carries 
James Edward Cauley 
Thomas George Chamberlain II 
David William Chapman. Jr 
James Michael Clark 
Ralph Arnold Coldiron 
Melinda Sue Colley 
Angela Lynn Combs 
J Garland Combs 
Anna Louise Conner 
Kenneth Cornell 
Dianna Lynn Cornette 
Sandra Joan Cottongim 
Catherine Louise Creech 
David Michael Cunningham 
Jennifer Ann Daniel 
Robert E. Davenport, Jr. 
John Kdward Davidson 
(iary M Davis 
Lea Middleton Davis 
Margaret Darla Davis , 
Viihan lulu in Dean 
Richard William Dooley 
Patrick Lee Dougherty 
Robert Alan Doughty 
Stuart Wallace Dunaway 
Hobby Gale Kdwards 
Charles Wynn Edwards 
Carolyn Joyce Fugle 
James Anthony Kpifano 
Randall Keith Kstep 
Mary Jane Kversole 
Kdward Michael Feldhaus 
Beverly Dianna Keldman 
Mary Caroline Fisher 
Joyce L. Flora 
Stephen Eugene Fore 
Arthur 1. Foster 
Douglas Allen Fraley 
Ronald Daryl Fugale 
Carl Kenneth Gabhart 
William Harrison Gaffney 
Mary JuneGoff 
Slayrean Goff 
Manhelen Haddock Gray 
Robert Scott Gray 
Mark Hamilton Grayson 
Robert I<ee Green 
James Warren Greenup 
Margaret Ellen Greenwell 
Rafael AlfonsoGrenier II 
Sandra Lee Griffin 
Jacquly n i. Grizzard 
Stephen F Gubser 
David Ricbjlird Gondv 
Hubert Lee Hagan 
Deborah Awn Hall 
Howard     Kdward'   Hallinan 
Daniel Glenn Hamilton 
Glenda Carol Hamilton 
Jane Glenn llardin 
Douglas Scott Hardv 
Michael Bernard Haremskl 
Charlinda Ann Harris 
Gild.i Shane Harris 
Douglas Glenn Harrison 
Mary Elizabeth Hart 
Deborah Jean Hawkins 
Ruth Allen Hays 
John Michael Held 
Russell Hensley. Jr 
Imogene Herald 
Jan Kenneth Hiett 
Carol A  Hill 
John Robert Hitchcock 
Terry Gene Hue 
Elizabeth Knight Hoge 
Dan ell Norris llovious 
Carol Ann Howard 
Jim Howard 
Kathry n Lucilie Hughlett 
John Douglas Hundley 
Steven Leroy Hurley 
Sharon Anne Hussuhg 
William Floyd Ivers.Jr 
George D  Jackson 
W illiam Martin Jackson. Jr 
Michael Joseph Johnson 
William Clark Johnson 
Gwendolyn Abney Jones 
Harry Ternll Jones 
Linda Anne Jones 
Elizabeth Joan Jurek 
Dan Kdward Kay lor 
Glenda Wireman Keith 
Robert Wesley Kelley 
Sarah Kemp Kelley 
Ritchie Howard Kendall 
l.ouann Kilburn 
Judith A  Killen 
Andre Kinney 
Marlene Aalberts Kleinjam 
Patricia Carol Knight 
Rpbert Wallace Knight 
John Anthony Kramer 
Elizabeth Dianna Lackey 
John R Lamer 
Mary Jo Leathers 
Carl l.inville l.ewallen 
Deborah Kay Lew is 
George Ann Haueter Lovely 
Martin H  Luces 
Robert, Werner   Lutkenhoff 
Lisa Earlene McClave 
Judy Lyvonne McFall 
Edwina Mclntosh 
Carolyn Louise McKenzie 
Ronald Eugene McWhorler 
Elaine Mack 
Ralph Stephen Mann 
Linda Susan Manning 
Teresa Kay Marlin 
James Frederick Meadors 
James Weathers Middleton 
Harry Moberly, Jr 
Alice Marian Montgomery 
Gary Thomas Montgomery- 
Linda Ann Montgomery 
Dorothy Jean Morelar.d 
Michael Edward Morgan 
Elisha Morris 
Paula Marie Moscinski 
Elizabeth W Mouyeos 
Christine Denise Mueller 
Stanford Thomas Mullen, Jr. 
Robert Lee Mullein\ 
Kenneth Dawson Orman 
Gregory Allen Osborne 
Stacy Paleologos 
Edmund Jeffrey Palko 
Janet V. Panayoloff 
W alter Lisle Park 
Deborah Glasgow Parker 
John Paul Patterson 
Patricia Jane Patton 
Doris Elaine Perkins 
John Samuel Perkins 
David Paul Peters 
Beverly Ann Phelps 
Rebecca Lee Phillips 
Jane Dorcas Picket! 
Donald Lee Poffenberger 
Karren Jo Pope 
Frank Eugene Potter 
Judith Belle Powell 
Pamela Ann Powell 
Nancy Bingham Price 
William Randall Barney 
Robert Allen Bankin 
Deborah Lynn Richardson 
Angela Rulh Bicheson 
Gwendolyn RJffe 
Barry Rilchey 
James Warren Roberts 
Darlene Young Ross 
Marie Creech Ross 
Steve John Rowland 
Karen Jo Sal lee 
Paul EdwardScanlon 
Ernes! H Scott 
Teresa Ann Searcy 
William ll.Seip 
Simin Shakib 
Edwin Duncan Schock. Jr. 
Susan Gates Simpson 
M. Craig Steven Singer 
David Arthur Skarosi 
John Louis Slone III 
Belinda Sue Smith 
Bennlta JoSmith 
David Smith 
James David Smith 
Mark McCallum Smith 
Deborah Kay Sparrow 
Shlrlynn Sue Stacy 
Janet Madelene Stahl 
Ivtl Russell Standard. Jr 
David I.eeStaten 
N.incv Jean Steger 
Kenneth Frederick Sleggem.inn 
Cynthia Anne Stewart 
Patricia S Stewart 
Phillip B Slew art 
Katheiine Lee Sullivan 
Terry Wayne Sullivan 
James Charles Surbeck 
Thomas E Swanson 
Derj I Leon Sweeney 
Robert William labeling 
Ronald Lew is Tarter 
Judy l' Terry 
Rebecca Mane Thomas 
Sammy Todd Thomas 
Law rence West Thompson 
William Churchill Tingley 
William Roy Tomlmson 
(iary Wayne Tow ery 
Amy Dean Travis 
Michael Eugene Turner 
William Michael Turner 
Ira Joe Tussey 
Ronnie Wayne Vanov er 
Darrell Edward Vaughn 
Jay Vedelli 
Kathryn Lynn Venable 
Patricia Lee Vice 
Linda Delaine Victor 
Goldie Marie Vittitoe 
Deborah Jean Wainnght 
Deborah Doty Walters 
Nancy Elizabeth Ward 
Cynthia Jane Watkins 
Kenneth David Watson 
Marilyn Kaye Watson 
Kathleen Watts 
Michael Charles Weber 
Theresa Ann Weber 
Therese Ann Weigand 
Marsha Lynne Welker 
Holton Quinn West. Jr. 
David Alan Westfall 
David Kay Wheeler 
Jane Kaye Whitaker 
Vicki Karen Wolfe 
Alvin Wren. Jr. 
Thomas Charles Wunderle 
Harold Mitchell Yelton Jr 
James Elias York 
Sharon   Faye   Zimmerman 
Bachelor of Science 
JoeW. Akin 
Deborah Lynn Akins 
John Scott Arnold 
David Allen Aubrey 
Joel Greg Baker 
Gary Edward Bastin 
Bruce Henry Bauer 
Lora Lee Billups 
Barbara Ann Black 
Paula Virginia Blankenship 
Janie Wilham Brown 
George Andrew Bukenhofer 
Sherry Ott Caldwell 
Jeffrey Allen Carson 
Rhonda Cassiday 
James A. Cheek 
William Gibson Clouse. Jr. 
Kenneth Allen Collins 
Mrani Thompson Colwell 
M Scott Congleton 
Jane Ann Costine 
Rex Ranford Craft 
Earl Thomas Crouch 
David Osborne Darst 
Kenneth Ray Davis 
Napoleon Dobbins, Jr. 
Judy Eversole Dodd 
Richard Steven Fury 
Gloria Ruth Gammell 
David Evan Gibson 
Edwina Joan Graham 
Joseph Whitney Green, Jr. 
Ricky Alan Haggard 
Thomas Neal Hall 
Barbara Ann Handily 
Pnuald Lee  Hancock 
Stephen Early Harbin 
Barbara Jean Harrod 
K*fqnah Jane Helm 
Gwendolyn Ann Helton 
Pamela Lynn Houp 
Byron Estle Howell 
Carroll Don Johnson 
Gary Lynn Jones 
Mary Anne Kemper 
Benjamin Thomas Kinman 
Karen Elizabeth Kranz 
Linda Sue Krauth 
Carl Eugene Lawson.Jr. 
James Preston Leach 
Robert Edwin Leger 
Tessella Lewis 
Betty Sue Loyd 
Clyde Jeffrey McGuire 
Sharon Elizebeth Maupin 
William Anthony Medl 
John Thomas Newton 
David A. Quarles 
Bruce William Quick 
Patricia Ann Rebold 
R. Leslie Rice. Jr. 
Catharine Conroy Robertson 
Wayne Robinson 
James Ketron Ross 
Andrea Lynn Routledge 
Anthony Peter Scarpino 
Karen Louise Schaffer 
William Rickey Schepman 
Jerry Ray Schoenleber 
Mary Loretta Scholl 
James Daniel Schumacher 
Brenda Fay Selby 
Richard Edward Sergeant 
Sandra Diane Stahl 
CharlesC Stalhngs 
Charles Edward Stevens 
Debra Bullock Stokes 
David Wendell Stone 
Elaine Tackett 
Michael Ray Talchell 
Terry CarltonTaylor 
Michael Vincent True 
David N Williams 
Jeffrey Lynn Williams 
Barbara Ann Wilmore 
Jane Thompson Wilson 
Cathy Louise Winner 
Jacquelyn Rose Yeo 
David Martin Young 
n.ii iii-h'i   of   Music   Education 
Toni G Alexander 
Linda Sue Bradford 
Terry Lynn Bromley 
Kenneth Richey Byrdwell 
Nathanael Edward Carter 
Mary Christine Davy 
John Craig Hartje 
Jean Carole Hempfling 
Janet Louise hicks 
Marilyn Russell Isaacs 
Deborah Rose Jacobs 
Judith Reed Johnson 
Winifred Sue Johnson 
Virginia Robinson Kennedy 
Stanley Glave Lawson 
Joan Frances Miller 
Tanya Faye Moores 
James W.Rankin 
Barbara Jean Sanders 
Patricia Ann Seaman 
Merry Kay Slegner 
Frank C. Stephens 
Cynthia Lee Thurman 
Ann Carolyn Wagner 
James Taylor Whitaker. Jr 
Bachelor of Music 
Ronald Douglas Carter 
Janet L. Schulze Moore 
Linda Lorraine Siers 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Susan Gail Glover 
Rhonda Jan Smith 
COLLEGE OF APPLIED AKTS 
AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science 
Gary W. Adams 
James Lundy Adams 
Joseph Simmons Alexander III 
Charles Robert Allen 
Arnold Amburgey, Jr. 
Deborah Lynn Amburgey 
Scott Thomas Arnold 
Carmon Gale Arvin 
Gary Lee Ashby 
Dana Lynn Asher 
I an na Kay Atkins 
Ronnie Dale Atkins 
Michael Edward Bailey 
Philip Dean Bailey 
Stephen C. Bailey 
Tanya Holbrook Banchester 
Janet Lucille Baker 
Deborah Caroyl Barfield 
Donnie Gene Barnes 
Terry S Barnes 
Philip I .eland Harnet le 
Martin Joseph Barsotti 
Michael Dean Hartley 
Larry William Beach 
Dennis James Beard 
Guy Marc Beaver 
Linda S. Maggard Beck 
Terry Ann Becker 
Lisbeth Jean Beeson 
Mary Jane Bell 
Marguerite Begley Bellamy 
Bettnia Jo Bentley 
Eveanna Kay Betz 
Carol Ann Blakeman 
Michael Lee Bland 
Laura Sue Blaylock 
Denise Kae Blevens 
Barry Markell Boggs 
Roy Holeyn 
. Sherry Lynn Sumner Brinegar 
Richard Roy Broadwater 
Gary Steven Brooks 
James Ray Brown 
Kenneth Ray Brown 
Richard Dennis Brown 
James Larry Brussell 
Joseph Michael Buchanan 
Lois Hollan Bukowski 
Nancv Lou Burch 
Jerryl Douglas Burton 
John Bishop Burton 
Thomas Norman Butcher 
Doretta Jean Daugherty Butler 
Hank Butler 
Catherine Gregory Callas 
Deborah Ann Campbell 
Melvin Lee Cai.ipbell 
Phyllis Deaton Campbell 
Mchael Wayne Carmody 
Betty Jean Carroll 
Clarence Edward Casper, Jr 
Dannie Caudill 
Larry Thomas Cayton 
Jo Helen  Lioys 
Dora Ruth Colbenson 
Thomas Charles Cole 
Walter Coleman 
Robert Eugene Collins 
Judith Lee Combs 
Thomas Dorwin Combs, Jr. 
David Arnold Conrad 
Douelas Harry   Coontz, Jr. 
Donald James Coppersmith 
Shannon Baxter Corman 
Roy M Cornett 
Danny Cleo Coulter 
Ronnie R Coulter 
Mark R Cowman 
W illiam Michael Coyle 
Harry Samuel Crigler 
Gary Ray Cromer 
Sheridan Lynn Cross 
Rhonda Wall Crowe 
Lowell T Cruse 
Ruby Jo Cummins        « 
Jimmy Ray Cupp 
Dennis Charles Curran 
Brenda Jill Cushing 
Christian L Davis 
Michael Van Davis 
Linda Wright Deane 
Michael Hoy Delaney 
David O Dennis 
Joseph Henry Deutsch III 
Laura Feledra Dixon 
Arthur Andrew Draut 
Robert Brien Durrett 
,^*>»-U»s lepnard Edenfield 
Joseph LeRoy Eggen 
\'icki Denise Engard 
v Ea< 
Yvonne Ginger Forkal 
Joyce Ann Forsythe 
Steven Randall Fosson 
Harold Theodore Fox, Jr. 
Michael Kevin Froman 
John Michael Fryman 
Julian Frank Fryman 
John Paul Gabbard 
Steven Louis Gagle 
Richard Carl Garretl 
Ellen Croswell Gedling 
William Arthur Geier 
Doris Ann Gentry 
Earl Cleeland Gibson 
Gary W. Coins 
William Allyn Goodncn 
Mary Lynne Goodykoontz 
James Myron Gossom 
Patrick Joseph Green 
Richard Charles Green 
Robert Allen Green 
Robert Stanley Green 
Martha Ellen Greene 
Mary Joyce Grider 
Tommy Dale Grider 
Teresa M. Griffin 
Leslie 0. Griffith 
James 0. Groezinger 
Vernon Gross 
Michael Donald Grugin 
Ellen Marie Hagan 
Jerry Timothy Hall 
James Wayne Halsey 
Victor Ryan Hannan 
Robert Chester Hawley 
Steven Robert Hays 
Terry Louis Heath 
Donna Louise Hehl 
Dale Roger Hellard 
William Edward Hellard 
George Helm, Jr. 
John Keith Helton 
Esther Marie Hergott 
Walter Franklin Hershbereer 
Judy Reid Higgins 
Donald Ernst Hilgeman 
Cathy Elaine Hill 
Raymond Anthony Hood 
Timothy Allen Hopes 
Gary Wayne Hopperton 
Vernon Duane Houtz 
William Lee Howitz 
Arthur Austin Hughes, Jr. 
Jacky R. Hughes 
Michael Lee Hungler 
Ronald E. Hunt 
Steven Douglas Isaacs 
Steven Clayne Jackson 
Phillip L Jared 
Yvette Ann Johnson    , 
Vertress Boyd Jones 
Lawrence Ray Jupin 
Elaine Maxine Keding 
Harold Franklin Kincaid 
Clarence Charles Kirchner 
Eric Paul Kiser 
William Francis Knapp 
Emma Catherine Knarr 
David Brian Koger 
Barbara Joan Lagassee 
Kenneth D. Lane 
Stephen Clark Lane 
Howard Vaughn Langston 
Joseph Martin Lawfer III 
Daniel Joseph Legel 
Kay Louise Linden 
Luther S. Lohr 
Gary Mitchell Long 
William H l.ong 
Stephen Ford Lowe 
Susan Lee Lowe 
George William Lyle 
Judy Lynch 
Patrick W McCarthy 
Michael Howard McClain 
Randall Gale Mel learn 
Stephen Henry McCombs 
James Gerard McDonald 
John Patrick McFadden, Sr 
Jay Rodney McRcynolds 
Dennis Lynn McWilliams 
Thomas William Mackerley 
Jeffrey Scott Magers 
Patty Lois Mains 
Ellen Sue Manakee 
Robert David Manes 
Michael Tern Mann 
Patricia Ann March 
Jayne Lark Marlowe 
David R Martin 
Glenna Denise Martin 
Jeffrey James Martin 
Margaret Ruth Mason 
Robert Edward Mason. Jr 
^Benjamin Ford Mathis 
Bobby Gene Mauney . Jr 
Mae Margaret Maupin 
Marsha Maupin 
Lowell Jeffrev Mrfxer 
* 
erry dward"Engie 
'inioth'N A Estep ' 
Debra Kaye E\erage / 
David Allen Fedders 
Madeline Susan Fister 
harles Borromeo Fitzpatnck 
Patricia Mane Floyd 
Vndrea Elizabeth Fogg 
Niels Henrik Fogt 
Harold-Steven Mayesv^ HMMSJI 
——,£ Kussell Means'.- "Jr 
Roger Allen Megee 
John'nv Thomas Miller 
William Jeffrey Miller 
Ralph W Mimard 
Joyce Ly u 
Joyce Lynn Miracle 
Michael John Montgomery 
Beverly W   Morgan. Jr 
Stephen Ward Morris 
Kenneth B Mulhn- 
Donna Hope Murley 
Stephen G. Murphy- 
Ricky Lynn Muse 
JamesDaniel Muth 
Clara Noble 
Mark Edward Norenberg 
Charley Spencer Norvell 
John Phillip ODell.Jr 
Steven Dallas Ogden 
Thomas John Onlko 
Susan Ann Olio 
Rebecca MaeOverstreel 
Deborah Faye Pace 
Shirley F. Pace 
Pamela Lynn Pack 
.i.iimih.i Arthenia Parks 
Thomas Earl Partin 
David Edward Pasierb 
Janice Lee Patterson 
Gerald Edwin Paul 
Wayne Pearsall 
Larry J, Peavler 
Larry Clinton Petrey 
Carl Edward Phelps 
Karen Elaine Pickerell 
Jerrold Curtis Pigg 
Colleen Tighe Piper 
Gary Leo Powell 
Michael Preston 
Brenda Gayle Price 
Lela Jueleen Puckett 
Martha Ann Rattner 
Sarah Frances Rawlings 
Edward Dale Reasor 
James Anthony Reese 
David Paul Reffitl 
Robin Ix-e    Rice 
Orestes Richardson 
Barbara Ann Ricke 
Thomas Joseph Riley 
Beatrice Miller Risher 
Samuel Jones Robinson, Jr. 
Gary William Roe 
John Taylor Royalty, Jr. 
Daniel Robert Scherrer 
Dorothy BcrnadineSchmidt 
Lenora Sue Sells 
Jeffrey Kays Settles 
Karen Hall Sexton 
Daniel Ray Shank 
John ('.Shearer 
Thomas McKinley Shields 
Linda Kay Sims 
Kerry Douglas Skaggs 
Nancy Bruenderman Skiles 
Edward Keith Smith 
Michael Russell Smith 
David Michael Snellen 
George Edward Snyder 
Joseph Vincent Spalding 
Jane Louise Sparnon 
Jackie L. Steele 
Ralph Steele 
Paul Raymond Sleinmelz 
Edward L. Stephens 
Samuel Millard Stewart, Jr 
Kenneth llardin Stiles 
Karla Ann Strong 
Riley LayncStucker 
Mai cell,i Stumho 
John Robert Sweeny 
Vikki AnnSweny 
Doris Patricia Tackett 
Gerald Wayne Tammc 
Mareia Ann Tenry 
William Richard Thacker 
(iary lloseph Thibodeaux 
Charles Douglas Thomas 
Jackie Rhea Tingle 
(iary Cox Todd 
Virginia Derickson Todd 
Oscar James Tudor, Jr. 
Clifford Herbert Turner 
Cynthia Ruth Tygretl 
Kathi Lynn L'/zel 
Thomas Michael VanDyke 
Roger Dale Van/ant 
Eddie Lee Von Gruenigen 
(iloria Jill Votaw 
William Causton Wagner 
Barbara Payne Walker 
Eric Taylor Walker 
Mary Ann Wallenbaugh 
Carolyn Ann Webb 
Johnny Dean Webb 
Ronnie W  Weddle 
Gar.v   Frederick   Weldon 
Stephen Brent Westmeyer 
Denise Wheeler 
David Alvin Wibbels 
Doyle Williams 
Phyllis Barclav Williams 
Roger Lee Williams 
LylcLenoard Willis, Jr 
John Steven Wills 
Mary Agnes Wilson 
Debra Louise Wise 
Arlhur Ray Wooden 
Martha Moare ttorley 
•ayn/tin?5 oh: 
'Glcndonn-a'y ne York 
Betty Lpu Youny. -     ■ e. 
Brenda Darlene You.ng ,  > * 
Pamela '.ail S'oung 
Gregory (ieraldZeit- 
John Law rence Zmner 
\ssot i.iti. ul   \rls 
Shcryl sparrow Albritton 
Patty Jane Alcorn 
Ciiiitiiitiril    on    rage    I-lev riu 
1 
(Coatlaaed   from    Page   Ten) 
Jennifer L.Allen 
Larry Gene Allison 
William Kirk Anderson 
Jane Ann Bacman 
Deborah Anne Baker 
Deborah Lawler Bane 
Elizabeth Bargo 
Charlene Bales 
Sherri Anne Beaumont 
Terry Ann Becker 
James C. Bentley 
Mary Evelyn Berndt 
Barbara Lynn Bottoms 
Holly Marie Bowers 
Anne H. Brewer 
Larry Dean Brewer 
Royce Neil Bugg 
Rose marie Turch 
Charlotte Gayie Butler 
Helen Pecor Cannon 
Suzanne  Ednngton   Carder 
Oakley Carmack 
Steve Alex Carson 
Alexis Daniele Casteel 
Bobbie Jean Caudill 
Jennifer A. Chad wick 
Ann Faye Chapman 
Marie Chidester 
Ramona Louise Clancy 
Nick Clark 
Pamela Browning Clayton 
Christopher Marshall Conrad 
James O. Conyers 
Nancy Ellen Cook 
Yvonne Therese Cooper 
Vickie Cruse Cornelison 
Bonnie Allene Cornelius 
Hiram J. Cornett 
Connie Lynn Coulter 
Helen Linda Coyle 
Connie Faye Crawford 
Vickie Ann Crawford 
Kathleen Ann Crone 
Ray Douglas Davis 
Charles Julian Dawson 
Connie Sue Dawson 
William John Deatrick 
Joseph Robert DeWitt 
Stephen Farrell Duncan 
Karen Sue Dziech 
James Glendon Edwards 
Verna Mae Farler 
Esther Elizabeth Farris 
Garry Lynn Fields 
Mary Theresa Fox 
Julian Frank Fryman 
Kathy Perros Fuqua 
Sharon Kaye Gentry 
John Edgar Gilbert 
Julie Haskins Givens 
Craig Thomas Gnadinger 
Bradley J. Good 
William McKinley Goo tee, Jr 
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James Wallace Cover 
DouglasW&ddell Greene 
Patricia Ann Greer 
Jeanette Hacker 
Karen Sue Hall 
Rebecca Denise Ham 
William Samuel Hammond 
Rita LaVonne Hampton 
Michael Brown Handley 
Jennifer Shirley Harper 
Miles E. Hart 
Kathy Marie Hartung 
Daryl W. Hatton 
Pamelia Louise Hawkins 
Joseph Patrick Haydon 
Deborah Ann Heitzman 
Edgar Graham Helm, Jr. 
Kevin McKenzie Henry 
Pollyanna Henzman 
James Donald Hilliker 
Candace Jean Hisle 
Carol Ann Hoehler 
Linda Jane Hoffman 
Susan Jean Hoffman 
James Goldman Hogue 
Debra Sue Uoskins 
Kathleen Hoskins 
Nancy Kay Houdeshell 
Llewellyn Howell 
Tonda Ley Hughes 
Johnnie Mack Hunter 
Terry Lynn Johnson 
Doris H. Justice 
Vickie Lynne Kaenzig 
James William Kathlina 
JoAnn Marie Keck 
Colleen Kay Keith 
Debra Joy Kelien 
Patricia Gail Kelley 
Joseph Michael Kelly 
Lisa Belle Kelsey 
Maxine Kendrick 
Edith Herald Kishpaugh 
Patricia Ann Knight 
Beth Ann Kozel 
Vickie Joyce Lamar 
Robert Lewis Lancaster 
Mary Helen Lane 
James Clifford Latimer 
David Randall Lawson 
Jerilyn Ann Leitch 
Anita Louise LeValley- 
Nancy Lockridge Lovell 
Brenda Louise McCown 
Connie Lee McMillen 
Jim Edward McWhorter 
Susan Ame McWhorter 
Michael Joseph Marens, Jr. 
Julio Ceasar Martinez 
Patricia Anne May 
Judy Gay Mayfield 
Ernesto Jose Mendoza 
Nancy L. MiJdleton 
Joel E. Miller 
Margaret Kay Miller 
Pamela J. Miller , 
Alan Forrest Mistier 
Billy Roy Morgan 
Dennis Lee Morrison 
Gayla Dene Morton 
Patricia Skivington Mullimx 
Donna Kay Mullins 
Polly Sharon Mullins 
Gene Lewis Murphy 
Teresa King Murphy 
Rebecca Jane Murray 
Richard Lynn Muse 
Vicki Renee Myers 
Jill Louise Nantz 
•w   -.   --^Tjtrtnon '      • " '*■* 
Sylvia Marie Niebel 
Santo: .... i-Htbers 
Glenna Mae Osborne - 
Mary K. Ousley 
Jack Kenneth Partin 
David F. Perez 
Rachel Ellen Perrin 
Ralph Frederick  Pfalzgraff II 
David Lyens Phillips 
Mary Ann Polin 
Mary Kathleen Portune 
Donald Lee Powell 
Delores Ann Price 
Harry Donald Putty 
Peggy Ann Rambicure 
Amy Lou Ratcliff 
Gloria Gail Reed 
Janet Louise Reid 
Virginia Jane Richards 
Margaret Irene Riggs 
Vancena Talley Robinson 
Susan L. Rogers 
William Martin Rusch, Jr. 
Cathleen Mary Seyle 
Dolores Jane Sharp 
Peggy Ann Sharp 
Bennett Shelby 
Gary Simpson 
Mona Jean Simpson 
Cathy Renita Sloas 
Sandra Rae Smallwood 
Jennifer Lynn Smith 
Lonnie Gene Smith 
Mary Aline Smith 
Sandra Soendker 
John Meredith Sparks, Jr. 
Judith Campbell Spivey 
Joyce Ann Steele 
Edward Gordon Stewart 
George Harry Stewart, Jr. 
Nancy Ann Stottmann 
Charlene Justice Stum bo 
Edward Swafford 
Elmer C. Thomas, Jr. 
James William Thornton II' 
Carol Ann Tinsley 
Mary Lillian Turpin 
Donna Jean Uphaus 
Robert A. Valvano 
Judy M. Van Zant 
Sharon Kay Vincent 
Vaden W. Wagoner, Jr. 
Carolyn Kay Walker 
Ann Nolan Wallin 
Billy Joseph Waltrip 
Linda Kay Stouffer Waterbury 
James Jerry Watkins 
Judith Kay Watkins 
Robert Crockett Webster HI Carolina 
Charles Homer Wells 
Millard Powell West 
Beverly Kay Whitley 
Jim Ed Walter 
Theresa Lynn Williams 
Betty Sue Wilson 
Sharon Lee Wilson 
Terri Tatman Wilson 
Kathie Lynn Wogenstahl 
Lloyd Grant Woods 
June Ann Woodward 
Mark Edwin Wysocki 
BettyKay Yates 
John Richard Young 
Ronald Fletcher Young 
John Randall Zumbiel 
COLLEGE OK BUSINESS 
^Bachelor of  Business 
Administration 
Cecil Abney 
Susan Lee Adkins 
Eleanor Ruder Agee 
Rodney Glen Alsup 
Curtis Asher, Jr. 
Robert F. Bargo 
Robert Lee Beeson, »-. 
James Bell 
James Richmond Bishop 
Kathy Alton Brake 
Edwin Frank Brohm 
Timothy Joseph Bryan 
William Everett Burch 
Barbara Jewell Burns 
Marshall Lanier Bush 
Robert Herr Cairns 
Gary Lee Campbell 
Katherine Ann Chase 
Harold Dean Childers 
David Neil Clayton 
John Roger Clements 
Timothy Mitchell Coen 
Rex Wright Conley 
Anita M. Conte 
Lenn Cornett 
Marshall Hess Cox 
Frank Samuel Cracraft 
Ethel Crawford 
Jeffrey Kent Creed 
Clarence Rudolph Cruse 
William York Culbertson 
Roger Kenneth Davis 
Lucille Berry DcMichacl 
Linda Lou Denman 
Leon Denney 
Joseph Benjamin Derickson, Jr 
John Thomas Deskins 
Gary Dick 
Robert Jack Dryer 
Stephen Edward Duff 
Timothy Charles Dullaghan 
Mark E. Duncan 
Stephen William Dutschke 
Donald Lee Edmonds 
Marvin Maurice Egbert 
Robert Gordon Eklund 
Barry Gibson Eldridge        « 
Mark Anthony Ellis 
John Allen Estes 
Howard Henry Fahnestock, Jr. 
Yolanda Gayle Farrell 
Robert Thomas Faulkner 
Thomas George Faw 
Delores Anita Gaines 
Ronald Raymond Garrison 
Norman William Gerlack 
Ronald Lee Giles 
Timothy McCord Gill 
Charley Edward Gillispie 
Roger Dean Gilpin 
Bruce E. Gordon 
Glenn Edwin Goyne 
George Kenneth Greene 
Kenneth Wayne Mack worth 
Martin Justus Hampton 
Ralph Hannah 
James Arthur   Harney 
Timothy Reid Harrison 
Donald Robert Harvey 
Walter William Hatterick III 
James D. Holliday 
David Lee Hollingsworth 
Beverly Ann Holten 
David Taber Holzwarth 
Harold Vincent Howell 
j.ohitag£-—"-"■•■«>•     ^T 
Richard'Alan Hughes 
RoberHCenneth Huis 
WSlteBWan Hume 
Wesley Kendell Hunter 
Gary Lamont Ison 
Ralph V.Johnson 
David Carl Jones 
Donald Lee Jones 
Hugh Alva Jones 
James Michael Jones 
Michael Arthur Karrer 
Jerry Lynn Kelly 
Lucien Lee Kinsol ving. Jr. 
Roy Wesley Kitchen 
Joe Francis Knight, Jr. ' 
Michael J. LaFavers 
Jerry Gilbert Lamb 
Timothy Jensen Lanham 
Paul Wayne Lanier 
Darretl Keith Leslie 
JarvisK   Long 
Michael Dean Mclntosh 
James Alden McKenzie 
Dale Franklin McMurry 
John Dale McNew 
Michael Dunne Mackin 
Samuel Maggard 
Michael Graham Maloney 
Kevin Douglas Martello 
Alan Matthew Messer 
Gary Robert Messmer 
Gary Dalton Milby 
Joseph David Miles 
Kevin Christopher Miles 
Vivian Baumgardner Miller 
Clinton Wesley Morgan 
Don Edwin Morgan 
Robert Vaughn Morrow 
Patrick L. Nally 
Richard William Neltner 
Goerge Raymond Neumeister 
K el Ion E. Newlancl 
Kenneth Nicholson 
William Charles Norton 
Craig N. Okamoto 
Clarence Edward O'Nan 
John Hart Palombi 
Guy Russell Patterson, Jr. 
John Henry Payne, Jr. 
Thomas M. Pease 
Steven R. Per kin son 
Steven Michael Pomeroy 
William Robert Price 
Michael Lawrence fuinam 
Paul Charles Rebmann 
James Phillip Reeves 
Dianne Marie Rehkamp 
Andrew Wayne Rice 
Robert Marion Riggs 
Terry Lewis Koark 
Phillip Wayne Roder 
Kenneth Ray Rowland 
James Linn Royalty 
Stanlev Clifton Sanders 
Thomas Earl Saunders 
Randall Jay Schweitzer 
Ronald L. Schweitzer 
Edward Logan Sherman 
James Randall Shew ,Jr. 
Samier Eisa Shunnara 
John Michael Smith 
Steven Lee Smith 
Jolly Brown Snider 
David Michaefsorter 
John Gilbert Spahr 
John Hinton Sparks 
Gary Graham Stansberry 
Ronald Wayne Stephenson 
Leland Earl Stewart 
Mark Keith Stone 
Eugene Frank Tamme 
James David Tegge 
Michael Anthony Thomas 
William Kenneth Thomas 
Michael C. Tipton 
Roger Wayne Trammel] 
Harry Lee Truman 
Glendo Tucker 
Edward Ray Tuggle 
Valor i E. Valley 
Benjamin N. Van Hook 
Michael James Van Leuven 
Lewis E. Wachsman 
Kenneth Bruce Wade 
George Richard Wall 
Ronald Dean Ware 
Jackie Sue Warner 
Noland Douglas Warren 
Charles Richard Webb 
Gayle Clark Wells 
Steven Edward Weyrich 
Donald Louis Williams 
Robert Neil Williams 
Donald Andrew Wilson 
William Shelby Wilson 
Eugene William Winbun, Jr. 
Malcomb M.Witt 
Joseph Roger Witten 
Sherri Lynn Wright 
Bachelor of Science 
Judith Ann Bean 
Michael Lee Blevins 
Marlene Frances Bonar 
Deborah Ann Bowles    ' 
Janice Brewer 
Lana Wilson Carnes 
Sharon Bernet Fields 
Deborah Lynn Hale 
Joe D. Hammond 
Deobrah S. Harrison 
Cynthia Lou Hopkins 
Pauline Louise Howell 
Lanny Roy Hubbard 
Joyce Kay Kilgore 
Caroly Murphy Kinsolvine 
Rowena Osborne 
Linda Vitatoe Partin 
Debra Kay Pearson 
Karen Lavon Ramey 
Sandra Kay Re my 
Victoria Gail Robertson 
Carol Sue Sekura 
Jerri Elizabeth Sellers 
Sharon Lynn Slusher 
Steven Baxter Smith 
Ronald Joseph Tasior 
Garrett W. Wiser 
Teresa Ann Womack 
Associate of Art 
Barbara Jane Ball 
Kathryn Ann Brown 
Beverly Ann Brumett 
Pamela Fay Clements 
Carlotta Co (fey 
Darlene Kaye Covington 
Patsy Adele Cox 
Brenda Jane Gulley 
Elizabeth Kaye Ward Hackworth 
Phyllis Jane Holbrook 
Teresa Jean Kennedy 
Debra Jean Lamka 
Vicki Rollins Lawson 
Ann Lynette Maves 
Kathy Midden 
".  —C^pe-Sinaruie^lueller 
Connie Jo NeVman   "   *r* 
Teresa Spradling Norvell 
Tan R. Okruhfka 
Palma Elizabeth Osborne 
Kathy Jo Pagett 
Janet Elaine Perkins 
Jennifer Lea Reagan 
Connie Jo Reeves 
Diana Jill Riddlebarger 
Marsha Jane Searcy 
Jean Charlotte Seltsam 
Sue Ann Sparks 
Rita Gritton Stratum 
Rebecca Jane Thomas 
Shirley Darlene Tracy 
Linda Sue Turpin 
Dorothy M. Wagner 
Janet Lee Webber 
COLLEGE   OF    EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Arts 
Freda Lou Campbell 
Daryl Patrice Marmillot 
Nancy Wallace Monteabaro 
Gregory Hopkins Moore 
Rose Cilia Sparks Revis 
Bachelor of Science 
Judith Faye Adams 
Sandra Kaye Annas 
Hermon Asher 
Sheila Faye Atha 
John Daniel Atkinson 
Paula Louise Aydt 
Gary Shadoan Ayers 
Susan Joan Bachus 
Debra Lou Bales 
Paul Dean Ballard 
Pamela Jane Barker 
Charles Joe Barnard 
Phyllis Carol Barton 
Lee Ellen Bass 
Deborah Lynn Bathiany 
Teresa Jean Batts 
Shirley Morgan Beard 
Martha Susan Behrens 
Rita Mae   Beitler 
Angela Fay Bender 
Anne Shirley Blakeman 
Mary Maxine Bland 
Sherri Lenberger Bock 
Linda Davis Bodine 
'Rita Karen Boggs 
Lavetta Ruth Booker 
Harold Irvin Borders 
Honda Gayle Bradford 
Fern Small wood Brewer 
Betty Brooks 
Samuel M. Brown 
Karen Thomas Bryan 
Barbara Annetta Buck 
Nita Ann Burg 
Wtmam Thomas Burns 
Molly Marie Burr 
Marjorie Hill Campbell 
Brenda Anness Carey 
Joyce Mains Carson 
Elizabeth Jane Catlett 
Rosetta Catlett 
Charles Harold Cecil 
Dusty Louise Chandler 
Janet Sue Childress 
Rebecca Ann Christian 
Anne Carol Churchill 
Bonita Susan Clare 
.lohnn ie Sue Clark 
Ronald Bruce Clark 
Marcia B. Clarke 
Diana Lynne demons 
Phyllis Jean Collins 
Linda Dianne Conkin 
Judith McClanahan Connor 
Dwight Alan Conway 
Karen Lynn Cooper 
Cecila Quails Corbit 
Russell Glenn Cornett 
Anne Katherine Cox 
Kathryn Oakley Cox 
Mary Margaret Cox 
Sally Kathryn Cox 
Tony Cox, Jr. 
Nancy Sue Crowley 
Michael Gayle Cruey 
Belvin Lee Cruse, Jr. 
Doborah Terry Cupp 
William Keith Daniel 
Barbara Kay Daughter) 
John D. Davenport 
Kirk William Davis 
Angela Catherine Delaney 
Rebecca Wright Denney 
Mary Ann Ferrante Didion 
Diane L. Dodd 
Patricia Diane Donhue 
Dennis Allen Ducharme 
Mary Elizabeth Durbin 
ludith Ann Durham 
Keith M. Earley V-) 
Robert Leaston Easterling 
Cynthia Kay Edgington 
Jo Ann Elliott 
Martha Ann Elliott 
Antoinette Elovitz 
Denise Laverne Elzy 
Sonia Jacqueline Epley 
Barbara I/ee Erisman 
Brenda Shea Pulliam Ernest 
Patricia Ann Erwin 
Susan Kay Faust 
Fritz P. Feldman 
Mary Etta Ferman 
Marita Faye Webster Kike 
Cynthia Ann Fitzgerald 
Carol Ann Floyd 
John E  Poland 
•  Vicky Lynn Foley 
Ronnie Lynn Freeman 
Connie Jo Freking 
Gary Carroll French 
Carol Jean Ray Fury 
Sharoi Kathryn Fussnecker 
Bobbf Gene Gabbard 
Larry Stephen Gabbard 
Robert Bruce Gabbard 
Marsha Carole Gardner 
Judy Lynn Gibson 
Harold Lee Glasscock 
Pamela Goble 
Anita Jane Graff 
Carol Miller Graham 
Bonnie Catherine Gray 
GlyndonE. Green 
Rodney Lee Green 
Rita Kay Gregg 
Nancy K. Grefztnger 
Vickie Jones Griggs 
Lydia Wharton Hagan 
Wilma McVey Hall 
Dane Roger Hamilton 
Judy Lynn Hammond 
Connie Cox Hanks 
Judy Kay Hansford 
Nettie Jane Hanson 
Anne Hedrick Hazelrigg 
Mary Lucy Head 
Steven Douglas Heffley 
Doris Jean Hendren 
Hubert Franklin Hendren 
Susan Marie Henry 
Thomas Michael Henry 
Vicki Lynn Hensley 
Shirley Turner Herald 
Randall Nelson Higley 
Karen Elaine Hill 
Dudley Raymond Hilton 
Philip Robertson Hines 
Rose Marie Hoagland 
Pamela Ann Hobbs 
Mary Theresa Hoffman 
Esther Beatrice Houser 
Glenna Brewer Howard 
Walter Bernard Howard, Jr 
Deborah Marie Hricko 
Bernard Erne rich Hrubala 
Vicki Lynn Hughes 
Brenda Diane Hunt 
Frances Elaine Hunt 
Carol Ann Isaacs 
Vickie Rae Ison 
Betty Davis Jackson 
Kenneth Thad Jackson 
Sally Nadine Jeffers 
Judy Kay Johns 
Kay Ann Johnson 
Merle Johnson 
Ruth Johnston 
Dianne Christine Jones 
Anna Frances Jordan 
Patricia Marie Judge 
Karen Elizabeth Kareth 
Marsha Elaine Keith Keller 
Cynthia Ann Kelso 
Pamela Sue Kiddoo 
Gail L. Kimball 
Annbruce Granel King 
Karen Sue King 
Larry Kirksey 
Patricia Ann Kohl 
Barbara Decker Kok 
Susan Marie Koman 
Lenetta Lacaden 
Go all out for Burger Queen 
r- 
i i 
i 
i 
i i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
L i 
Congra tula tlons 
Grads! 
Have  a good 
summer 
BURGER <S> QUEEN 
Open To 11 
Simcfeaythru Thursday 
Friday Til 12:00   • 
Saturday Til 12:00 
BIG HILL AYE. ON U.S. 25 
Ronna Kay LaFavers 
Gloria Jean Lake 
Robert Philip LaPorta 
Gary Derr Laubenthal 
Freda Lynn Layne 
Catherine Jean Lee 
Judith Martin Leslie 
Lisbeth Kay LeValley 
Beverly Carol Lewis 
Melissa Cook Loftin 
Kenneth James Long 
Carolyn Sue Love 
Jo Anne Rice Lowman 
Barbara Elizabeth Lumsden 
Violet Marie Lyons 
Donna Bea McArthur 
Jennie Ruth McBrayer 
Connie Kay McBurney 
Janie Dale Harper McGuirt - 
Donna Lynn UitzMcIntosh 
Paul Nelson McKee 
Debra Jean McKinney 
Janis Lea McNulty 
Rachel Lee McQuerry 
Don David McReynolds 
Linda Sue Madden 
Leora Patirck Magrino 
Vicki Lynn Martin 
Margaret Anne Maschmeyer 
Linda Sue Matz 
Anna Katherine Mayer 
Gwendolyn Mayes 
Virginia Lou Mayhugh 
Brenda Sue Milburn 
Barbara Ann Mills 
limit" Allen Moak 
Jennifer Piatt Mockbee 
Margaret Jean Moeves 
Maurice Eugene'Moore 
Michael B. More 
. Ronald Glen Moore 
Dianne Polston Morgan 
Thomas Smithson Morton 
Sally Ann Mullins 
Dorothy Patterson Murphy' 
Patrie Lynn Murrell 
Carol Eldredge Music 
Michael Brent Myers 
Betty June Neeley 
Paula Anderson Nickles 
Kathy Melinda Noble 
Carolyn B. Noe 
Judy Lynn Noe 
Joseph Martin Norton 
Peter Louis Olsen 
Kathryn Lynn O'Nan 
Linda Darlene O'Neal 
Robert Alfred Paine 
Sharyn Anne Papst 
Patricia Ann Parker 
Janice Mae Parsons 
Vicki Lynn Patrick 
Cecilia Diane Pearce 
Ernest Lee Pennington 
Judith Lorraine Perkins 
Ricky Lane Perkins 
Linda Mae Pfalzgraf 
Edell Philon 
Rose Mary Philpot 
Barbara Diane Pitakos 
Janet Marie Pope 
Brenda Brown Porter 
Nancy Ellen Potts 
Thomas Robert Prall 
Sally Joy Prather 
Martha Louise Pryse 
Sharon Edith Quiggins 
Linda Sue Rains 
Lucia Carol Razor 
Mary Lynn Reed 
Douglas Eugene Reffitt 
John Foster Reinle 
Karen Leigh Rhodes 
Betty Ann Rice 
Debora Sue Ridenour 
Paul Duane Riffle 
Christine K. Riggle 
Barbara Cornette Riggs 
Margaret Lynn Risk 
Laura Cleta Roark 
Claudia Lou Roberts 
Ronnie Ray Roberts 
John Luther Robinson 
Sandra Joan Robinson 
Charles Edward Rodgers 
Ellen Lane Rodgers 
Patricia Lynn Rogers 
Sherry Eker Rogers 
William Raymond Rogers 
Billie Ann Rothel 
Terry Wayne Routson 
Sharon Kay Rowlett 
Cheryl Ann Russell 
Glenna Faye Preece Sammons 
Martha Faye Sands 
Mary Louise Schepman 
Roxann Schlelein 
Judith Ann Schneider 
Ellen Perry Searcy 
Mary Turner Sebastian 
Ronald A. Seiter 
Oakie Lee Shepherd 
Jerry Lynn Shot well 
Daivd Lawrence Shrout 
Patsy Sizemore 
Floyd Kenneth Slusher 
Diane Hahlem Smil 
Joan Maura 
Lind&PMpps Smith 
i Marie Smith 
Venita Kay Smith 
Wanda Amburgy Spencer 
Anna Griffith Stamper 
Herman Ronald Steilberg 
Melvin Kent Stevens 
Donna Kay Stewart 
Evelyn Gay Stewart 
Joy Lynn Stratton 
Harold Dwayne Terry 
Barbara Ann Ellis Thacker 
Richard Allen Thomas 
Lee Ann Thurmond 
Peggy Lee Tingle 
Phillip August Trass, Jr. 
Helen Jo Trisler 
Sandra Rae Kelien Truax 
Dorothy Schuler Tucker 
Loraine Ann Tungate 
Margie Penelofe Turner 
Rosetta Ann Turner 
Bobby Evans VanNatta 
Elinda Kay Vanover 
Darla Jean Vogelsang 
David Marsbury Wade 
Glen Juan Walters 
Linda Kay Walters 
Thomas Russell Walters 
Gwenda G. Warman 
Patricia Ann Watts 
Candace Jane Weaver 
Cheryl Ann Weaver 
Judith Lynn Webster 
Sherry Verne Weisman 
Betty Cates Wells 
Huston Davis Wells 
William Paul Wells 
Janice Kay Whallen 
Nancy Salyers Wilcher 
Elizabeth Ram bo Williams 
Jean Graham Williams 
Ken R. Williams 
Kenneth Leo Williams 
Harry Park   Wills, Jr. 
Catherine Sue Wilson 
Rebecca Jean Wilson 
Wayne Wilson 
Margaret Ann Winburn 
Marcia Lynn Woeste 
Jeanne Agnes Wolfe 
Sherry Lynn Woolum 
Gail Lee Workman 
Mary Sue Worthington 
David Wayne Wright 
Steven John Wright 
Vickie Sue Wright 
K athie Jean York 
David Russell Young 
Evelyn Ruth Young 
Jerry Lee Young 
Associate of Arts 
Paul Dean Ballard 
Otis Wayne Broaddus 
Suzan G. Fields 
Sandra Ford 
Virginia Sue Jackson 
Lisa Ellen Mangus 
Susan Lee Whitacre 
Grill serves 
Whatever ideas you conjure 
upabouMfie grills and cafeteria 
to admit that a heck of 
lot of people eat there; ap- 
proximately 2,000 a day ac- 
cording to Larry Martin, head 
of the University Food Services 
Department. With that many 
famished people running 
around, it's no wonder that fish 
and beef patties are bought by 
the ton and Eastern guzzles 
more Cokes than anyone in 
Kentucky. 
While most students have a 
very limited amount of moneyto 
spend for food, generally less 
than three dollars per day 
Martin feels they get a balanced 
meal if they eat the breakfas< 
special in the grill and two 
meals in the cafeteria. 
According to Martin, tastes of 
the students are varied, with 
one group preferring the 
cafeteria, where fried chicken 
is the favorite food; and the 
other group preferring the grill, 
where the ham special is their 
favorite. 
While most restaurants 
nearby were forced to raise 
their prices, the University was 
able to held them down, a fact 
that Martin attributes buying 
staples in large quan- 
titiesbefore prices went up. 
Allowing students to have cars 
and refrigerators hasn't af- 
fected their trade too much. 
"Only the sale of balogna. A lot 
of kids are taking it to their 
rooms," said Martin. 
Being in Eastern's food 
service for 14 years, Martin has 
had the opportunity tonotice the 
eating habits of Eastern 
students. "They eat as well as 
any other group of students and 
generally eat two meals a day," 
he said. 
Food services also provdes 
special meals for students who 
have special diet problems such 
as with low calorie or low 
cholesterol requirements. Also, 
there are from three to five 
banquets and luncheons a week 
for the food services personnel 
to set up. 
THE SPANISH HUT 
SALE WAREHOUSE 
^^N^^^^^N^S^S, 294 South Second St *-~-**'>-^^^-w-"^V^N. 
Mens And Womens First Quality Apparel 
98 ***LV« *J99 
MENS AND WOMENS   PANTS 
Reg. Up To 821.00 
NOW *2"-$3" 
SHOES 
$999 
* 
!§r . 
OPEN MON-FRI. 12-6 P.M. 
I 
' 
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Doctoral degrees to be awarded 
at 67th   Spring commencement 
Pastern Kentucky Universitv will senator, he has been a delegate to four 1958,   after   serving   as   prof 
Patchwork 
Students are taking advantage of the warm spring days by sun 
bathing in their spare time. Proof of this is seen in all the newly 
sunburned and freckled faces that dot the campus. 
Ten dollar- 
Gary Gray and Karen Lane presided 
over their first Student Senate meeting 
without a quorum Tuesday night. Still, 
the Senate's final session of the year was 
held as several persons acted as proxies 
for absent members, though they did not 
have the required authorization from the 
Senate member they represented. 
The first order of business was 
Senator-at Large Bernie O'Bryan's 
motion for impeachment of senators who 
had not attended many sessions. On a 
motion by Steve Rowland, outgoing 
student Association vice president.the 
impeachments would have been tabled, 
until next fall for lack of the two-third 
membership of the Senate needed to 
Impeach. But the motion was finally 
stricken completely from the Senate 
record. 
Also at the meeting. Student Regent 
Steve Slade reported on the recent 
meeting of the Board of Regents He said 
"The discriminatory 110 fee has been 
eliminated," referring to the payment 
women students must make to have open 
hours 
Slade also noted that the Board cited 
nien's fee abolished 
"increased costs" when it approved a 
$iii per■semester hike in rates for all 
campus dormitories. 
He said he had made a motion that the 
itemized report of the budget be kept l<y 
each member of the board It was 
argued that such an action would violate 
the Board's right to privacy, according to 
Slade, and the motion failed 8-1 
Slade also wanted to make the students 
aware of the Student Aid Society, to 
which the Board appropriated 1500. The 
society makes small, short-term loans to 
"'•idents. 
Several Senators wanted to know why 
the totals in the Student Regent election 
were not made public, though the names 
of the two candiates in the run-off 
election were revealed. 
E t t i ity ill 
award six honorary doctoral degrees at 
commencement exercises May 12. Dr. 
Robert R. Martin, Eastern President 
who will preside at the 67th spring 
commencement beginning at 4 p.m. in 
Alumni Coliseum, will present the 
honorary degree of doctors of law to Lt 
Gov. Julian Carroll, the speaker; Earle 
B. Combs, Richmond, former New York 
Yankee baseball star and member of the 
Eastern Board of Regents, and William 
L. Wallace, Lexington attorney, also a 
Board member. 
Dr. Martin will present the honorary 
degree of doctor of letters to Felix W. 
deWeldon, Rome. Italy, sculptor of 
Eastern's Centennial statue; Dr. Irvin E. 
Lunger, president of Transylvania 
University, Lexington, the baccalaureate 
speaker, and Mrs. Mary Jo Gheens Hill, 
Louisville, president of a charitable 
foundation. 
Carroll first entered a public service 
career in 1961 as a state representative 
from McCracken County. He has served 
five terms in the House of Represen- 
tatives, being elected speaker twice. He 
became lieutenant governor in 1971. 
Combs, a former Eastern star, also 
starred on the Yankee club of 1927, often 
called the greatest baseball team of all 
times, and was the lead-off hitter for the 
Yankee Murderers' Row. He was in- 
ducted into the Hall of Fame at 
Cooperstown, NY., in 1970. He is a for- 
mer state banking commissioner. 
A native of Richmond, Wallace is a 
member of the law firm of Wallace, 
Turner and Trigg, Lexington. He has 
three times been appointed a special 
judge of the Kentucky Court of Appeals 
and was Judge Advocate General for 
Kentucky   1921-24.   A   former   state 
Republican National Conventions. 
A past president of the Fayette County 
Bar Association, his cases have been 
heard in federal, circuit and district 
courts and the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 
The sculptor of the famous Iwo Jima 
flag-raising scene and the Simon Bolivar 
equestrian statue, de Weldon is a native 
of Austria. He is the creator of the 
Eastern Centennial statue which will be 
unveiled Alumni Day, May 11. The statue 
will be part of the University's ob- 
servance of 100 years of higher education 
on its campus. 
A native of Williamsport, Pa., Lunger 
became president of Transylvania jn 
1958, after serving as professor of 
religion, dean of Morrison Chapel, and 
academic dean. He was ordained as a 
minister for the Disciples of Christ in 
1932. He will speak at baccalaureate 
service; at Eastern Sunday, May 12, at 11 
a.m. in Alumni Coliseum. 
Mrs. Hill is president of Gheens 
Foundation Inc., Louisville, a cor- 
poi ation organized to promote charitable 
and educational enterprises. She was the 
owner and administrator of a sugar 
plantation and cattle ranch for 39 years. 
She is a member of the Board of Trustees 
of the Southern Theological Seminary at 
Louisville, being the first woman 
member of the body. 
AlphaPhi Gamma auctions 
celebrity items for charity 
Neat Whitaker, a man whose home was 
demolished by the tornado which swept 
through Madison County recently, took 
time out from his own troubles last 
Thursday evening to show a little com- 
passion for his fellow man. 
Whitaker, a professional auctioneer in 
Budget 
Centennial year ends with activities 
(Continued From Page One: 
renown   monuments    has   passed   the 
three-quarter mark. 
Alumni director, J.W. "Spider" 
Thurman, said pledges from alumni and 
friends of the University now exceed 
$50,000. Approximately $75,000 is being 
sought to finance the statue and related 
costs of shipping and erection. 
The statue, sculpted in Rome, Italy, by 
Dr. deWeldon, is completed after nearly 
eight months' work. The 23 foot high 
statue symbolizes America's 
achievements in space exploration. 
The monument, consisting of a twice- 
life-size   bronze   astronaut   holding 
stainless steel orbits and space capsules 
that extend six feet above his head, will 
stand on a five-foot-high base of Swedish 
granite. 
On the first side of the black base 
appears a replica of the astronauts' 
medal which shows Neil Armstrong and 
Bob Aldrin saluting the American flag on 
the moon, and Armstrong's first words 
spoken on the moon: "That's one small 
step for a man; one giant leap for 
mankind." 
The sculptor's name appears on the left 
side of the base, and on the right, the 
inscription:   "Centennial Year Gift of 
Alumni and Friends of EasteTfTKentucky 
University-May 11, 1974." Workmen 
installed the base at the site of the statue 
this week, and the statue arrived from 
Rome, by air, late in the week. 
Unveiling will come in a dedication 
May 11 Alumni Day in public 
ceremonies scheduled at 2:30 p.m. on the 
University Center plaza, at the south end 
of the Powell Building. That evening the 
Alumni Association will also present the 
deed to the Chapel of Meditation to the 
University. The non-denominational 
Chapel, completed in 1972. was the 
Association's first major capital-giving 
program. 
(Continued From PaKe One) 
associate of arts degree programs to both 
baccalaureate and masters degree 
programs, plus the doctorate, -from an 
original course in 1966 to 43 separate 
course descriptions for the 1974-75 school 
year. 
The new college, now housed in the 
Robert B. Begley Building, later will 
have headquarters in the $6.9 million law 
Enforcement -Traffic Safety Center now 
under construction, with completion 
expected by early 1975. Governor 
Wendell Ford broke ground for the 
Center October 18, 1972. 
The Board also named Robert W. 
Posey, who served as dean of the school, 
as dean of the College. Now on a leave to 
earn his doctorate, Posey came to 
Eastern from the State Police Academy, 
Frankfort, where he was the com- 
mander. 
Dr. Truett Ricks, associate dean and 
lately acting dean of the school, will 
retain those titles in the College. Leslie 
Leach, director of the Traffic Safety 
Institute, will continue in that office. 
Richmond, presided over an auction of 
celebrity items, sponsored by the Delta 
Iota Chapter of Alpha Phi Gamma 
(national journalism honorary) held 
here. Whitaker devoted his time and 
services free of charge for the occasion. 
The auction proceeds amounting to 
approximately $83.00 for the evening go 
to the building fund for the chapel on 
Eastern's campus and for the School of 
Hope, a local institution geared at 
raising mentally retarded children. 
When the biddings were lagging 
slightly, Whitaker tried to encourage 
bidders to go higher by chiding, "Go 
higher and I'll show you what a happy 
man looks like whose been through the 
tornado." 
The most expensive item auctioned off 
for the evening was a Spiro T. Agnew 
pen, belonging to the former Vice 
President before he resigned. It sold for 
$11.50 to Jim A Shepherd, a journalism 
major. Agnew's photograph was the 
second highest item of the auction, going 
for $8.00, also purchased by Shepherd. 
An autographed photo and holograph 
statement of James Doolittle sold for 
$3.50. while Lucille Ball's autographed 
photo and autographed "Here's Lucy" 
script sold for $5.00 to James Harris, 
chairman of the Communications 
Department. 
Other items sold included: a cartooned 
holograph script by Jules Feiffer, $4.75; 
a holograph statement from Charleton 
Heston, $3.00; and a book of Bill Mauldin 
cartoons for $6.75. 
There were some 35 items auctioned off 
all together with several in -expensive 
items selling for 25 cents. 
UNIVERSITY   BOOKSTORE USED   BOOK BUYING  POLICY 
STUDENTS: 
As the semester end approaches—we would like to state our book 
buying policy. 
Used books fall into several categories, each of which—because of 
the law of supply and demand—has its own price tag. Let us 
classify the books you will have for sale. 
Class I. Current copyright books on our campus—and which the 
teaching department involved has approved for re-use next 
semester and on which our existing stock is inadequate will receive 
the highest price. For these books we offer 50 per cent of the current 
list price if in good physical condition. 
Example: Last fall you paid $6.00 for a new book. It is now worth 
$3.00 to us. If you bought the same book used at $4.50 and it is still in 
good condition you also get $3.00. 
Class II. Several titles of current copyright books have been 
dropped but are still being used on other campuses. We fell the 
reason for professors changing texts are for the betterment of 
instruction—and We Have No Part In The Decision. Therefore, we 
allow a used book jobber to come into our store to buy these books. 
These firms must buy books at a low enough figure to cover ship- 
ping charges, warehouse costs, salesman's salaries, traveling 
expense and the possibility of a new edition being published before 
he has time to dispose of all copies on hand. This representative is 
on campus a few days of each exam week. We will post notices 
giving you these dates. About 20 per cent of all our books changeea. 
year. 
Class III. This class consists of old editions, out of print books, and 
damaged books. Authors and publishers—as any other aggressive 
manufacturer of consumer goods—strive to improve their products 
and frequently bring out new editions. This class of books are of no 
value to us or to the jobber. Therefore, we suggest you keep them 
for your reference shelf. 
We hope this information will help you understand a few of the 
complexities of the used book business. We also hope you will sell us 
a lot of used books to resell to the students that will be on campus 
next semester. We will offer you the highest price consistent with 
respective abilities to resell the books. 
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